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ABSTRACT

Using localization loss terms based on the Intersection-over-Union (IoU) is a recent and

promising trend for object detection. However, exploring such loss functions for oriented

bounding boxes is a complex task since the IoU is not differentiable. In this work, we

propose to represent object regions through probability density functions and define a

similarity metric between two objects based on the Hellinger Distance that can be viewed

as a Probabilistic IoU (ProbIoU). When Gaussian distributions are used (called Gaussian

Bounding Boxes, or GBBs), the ProbIoU presents a differentiable closed-form expression

that can be used as a localization loss for object detection. We present a simple mapping

scheme from traditional bounding boxes to GBBs, allowing the proposed ProbIoU-based

loss terms to be seamlessly integrated into any object detector. Finally, we show that GBBs

can represent generic segmentation masks, and they induce a natural binary representation

as elliptical regions (EGBBs) that adhere better to the segmentation masks than bounding

boxes. Our experimental results show that the proposed localization loss term produces

competitive results for object detection using bounding boxes and that EGBBs seem a

better alternative for instance segmentation than bounding boxes.

Keywords: Computer Vision. Object Detection. Segmentation. Vision applications. Deep

Learning.



Interseção sobre União Probabilística para Treinamento e Avaliação de Detectores

de Objetos Orientados.

RESUMO

O uso de termos de perda de localização baseados no Intersection-over-Union (IoU) é

uma tendência recente e promissora para detecção de objetos. No entanto, explorar tais

funções de perda para caixas delimitadoras orientadas é uma tarefa desafiadora, pois a IoU

não é diferenciável. Neste trabalho, propomos representar regiões de objetos através de

funções de densidade de probabilidade e definir uma métrica de similaridade entre dois

objetos baseada na Distância de Hellinger que pode ser vista como uma IoU Probabilística

(ProbIoU). Quando são usadas distribuições gaussianas (chamadas Gaussian Bounding

Boxes, ou GBBs), o ProbIoU apresenta uma expressão de forma fechada diferenciável

que pode ser usada como perda de localização para detecção de objetos. Apresentamos

um esquema de mapeamento simples de caixas delimitadoras tradicionais para GBBs,

permitindo que os termos de perda baseados em ProbIoU propostos sejam perfeitamente

integrados a qualquer detector de objetos. Finalmente, mostramos que GBBs podem

representar máscaras de segmentação genéricas e induzem uma representação binária

natural como regiões elípticas (EGBBs) que aderem melhor às máscaras de segmentação do

que caixas delimitadoras. Nossos resultados experimentais mostram que o termo de perda

de localização proposto produz resultados competitivos para detecção de objetos usando

caixas delimitadoras, e que EGBBs parecem uma alternativa melhor para segmentação de

instâncias do que caixas delimitadoras.

Palavras-chave: Visão computacional. Deteção de objetos. Segmentação. Aplicações de

visão. Aprendizado Profundo.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We start this thesis by presenting the importance of oriented object detectors. We

review their differences from the traditional horizontal-oriented detectors, introduce the

challenges and briefly explain the proposed solution and the main contributions.

1.1 Motivation

Object detection is a crucial problem in computer vision. It is involved in sev-

eral applications such as optical character recognition (Figure 1.1a), self-driving cars

(Figure 1.1b), object tracking (Figure 1.1c), robotics (Figure 1.1d), face recognition (Fig-

ure 1.1e), and medical imaging (Figure 1.1f), among others. Nowadays, deep learning

techniques constitute the state-of-the-art for object detection, and existing approaches can

be classified mainly as 2-stage or 1-stage methods (LIU et al., 2020): the former separates

object proposal generation and classification in two networks, such as (REN et al., 2015),

while the latter uses a single network (step) to predict object regions and class labels, such

as (LIU et al., 2016).

(a) Optical Character Recognition (b) Self-Driving Cars (c) Tracking objects

(d) Robotics (e) Face Recognition (f) Medical Imaging
Figure 1.1 – Computer Vision Applications

Source: https://www.quora.com/ and https://www.forbes.com/

An overview of the evolution of object detectors based on deep learning was

presented in this survey (LIU et al., 2020). Most efforts have been devoted to modern

backbones such as multi-resolution feature extraction (LIN et al., 2017a; LIU et al., 2018;

TAN; PANG; LE, 2020a) to boost quantitative results and deal with large-scale variation;
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the introduction of transformers (CARION et al., 2020) or LambdaNetworks (BELLO,

2021) for modeling long-range interactions; the trade-off analysis between classification

and localization (WU et al., 2020); a new representation of the objects, as an intermediate

step Centernet (ZHOU; WANG; KRäHENBüHL, 2019), RepPoints (Yang et al., 2019)

obtain a finer representation that simplifies the object localization.

Despite the improvements over the past years, the vast majority of object detection

techniques explore horizontal (axis-aligned) bounding boxes (HBBs) to encode the object

shape/location. This is a natural choice due to the reduced number of parameters (four) and

simplified annotation process, which is crucial when large datasets are employed. However,

such representations might contain large portions of the background depending on the

object shape, which also might happens even for objects that can be well approximated

by rectangles but present rotations. Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs), on the other hand,

are more flexible representations that can handle elongated objects with rotations, but the

underlying representation is still rectangular (see Figure 1.2). An additional advantage

of using OBBs is that it allows the use of arbitrary rotations as a data augmentation

primitive (unlike HBBs), which tends to contribute to better models (more robust and

better generalization) particularly when the training set is small.

Figure 1.2 – Different annotation types for images in the COCO (top row) and DOTA (bottom row)
datasets. Horizontal Bounding Boxes(HBBs) in red, Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBB) in blue

Source: Authors, (LIN et al., 2014) and (XIA et al., 2018)

In terms of network architecture, adapting HBB object detectors to OBBs requires

the regression of an angle parameter. However, a crucial choice when training object

detectors is the localization loss term, which penalizes the regression of boxes far from

the ground-truth annotations. In fact, the choice of a suitable function that can provide a

distance or similarity measure between two objects is important to both evaluate detection
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results (test phase) and to regress the object representations (train phase). Intersection over

Union (IoU) (EVERINGHAM et al., 2010b) has been the standard metric for comparing

object regions (such as HBBs), as illustrated in Figure 1.3. For the localization loss using

HBBs, different norms (e.g., `1, `2, Huber) have been popular choices applied either to

the individual parameters to be regressed (height, width, coordinates of the center) or to

the corners locations. More recently, localization loss terms derived directly from the

IoU Rezatofighi et al. (2019), Zheng et al. (2020) have become popular, since they measure

the joint effect of the individual parameters as opposed to parameter-level loss functions.

Figure 1.3 – Example of a similarity metric

Source: https://www.interstellarengine.com/ai/

When working with OBBs, exploring IoU-like localization loss functions is a

challenge, since IoU is not differentiable for OBBs. A few alternatives have been proposed,

such as Pixel-IoU (PIoU) (CHEN et al., 2020), which can also handle OBBs by counting

the pixels of the objects at the cost of slowing the training process. Other approaches

map OBBs (note that HBBs are a particular case of OBBs) to Gaussian distributions

and explore probablistic distance measures such as the Gaussian Wesserstein Distance

(GWD) (YANG et al., 2021d) or the Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD) (YANG et al.,

2021e) in the localization loss terms. However, using these distances directly as a loss

function yields poor results, and empirical mappings with additional parameters must be

used (YANG et al., 2021d; YANG et al., 2021e). Furthermore, such mappings do not

present any intuitive or empirical relationship with the IoU.

1.2 Goals

Our main goal is to propose and evaluate a differentiable probabilistic version of

the IoU (ProbIoU) for OBBs. More precisely, we map OBBs to Gaussian distributions

(as in (YANG et al., 2021d, 2021d)) and propose a similarity metric for the distributions

that correlate with the IoU between the corresponding OBBs. With such characteristics,
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ProbIoU can be used directly as a localization loss term in OBB object detectors, and

potentially explored as an alternative to IoU for evaluation.

1.2.1 Contributions

As the main contributions of this work, we can mention that:

• ProbIoU presents a simple and differentiable-closed form expression that can be

directly used as a localization loss in any existing HBB or OBB detector without

non-linear mappings or tunable hyperparameters, as opposed to other approaches

that also explore Gaussian Bounding Boxes (GBBs) (YANG et al., 2021d; YANG et

al., 2021e).

• The quantity (1−ProbIoU) satisfies the mathematical properties for a distance metric,

which is an important characteristic for evaluating object detectors (REZATOFIGHI

et al., 2020).

• We propose a one-to-one mapping between a given GBB to a binary representation

called Elliptical Gaussian Bounding Box (EGBB), which can be used either as an

annotation format or final representation of an object detector. On the other hand,

the GBB↔ OBB mapping used in (YANG et al., 2021d; YANG et al., 2021e) is

not unique (any square region maps to the same GBB regardless of the angular

parameter).

1.3 Structure of this thesis

The remaining part of the text is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the

literature review related to object detection. In Chapter 3 our proposed loss function is

described. Chapter 4 datasets, training details, and results are presented. Chapter 5 presents

the concluding remarks and future work.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Many object detectors based on deep neural networks have been proposed in the

past years (ZAIDI et al., 2021), with contributions to one or several components involved in

an object detector (backbone, detection head, training strategies, new datasets, evaluation

protocols, etc.). Next, we review some related works divided into four sections where our

method could have an impact: (i) Object Representation: How can the object representation

affect detection result? (ii) Object Detectors: what are the main modules in a deep object

detector? (iii) Localization Loss: What type of loss functions are needed for object detector

to learn? (iv) Evaluation Metrics: How do we evaluate an object detector?

2.1 Object Representation

HBBs are by far the most popular representation for objects, since it allows both

simple representation using only four parameters – top-left coordinates (xtl, ytl) and

bottom-right coordinates (xbr, ybr) – and presents low annotation costs, which is a concern

when dealing with large datasets. On the other hand, objects can be represented as full

binary masks, which provide a rich description of the objects but requires tedious and

time-consuming annotation. Furthermore, the networks should regress binary maps as

well (as in semantic or panoptic segmentation tasks (KIRILLOV et al., 2019)), resulting

in more complex architectures. A well-known problem of HBBs is that they might cover

considerable portions of the background (recall Figure 1.2), particularly for elongated and

rotated objects. For this reason, Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs) have also been used as

a compromise representation between HBBs and segmentation masks.

In a nutshell, OBBs are simply rotated HBBs. As such, OBBs require an additional

(angular) parameter to be regressed, and care must be taken when parameterizing an

OBB to avoid ambiguous representation. For example, Figure 2.1 shows two common

OBB representations: OpenCV’s (BRADSKI, 2000) representation Doc = (hoc, woc, θoc),

where the reference line to determine the angle is given by the highest rightmost vertical

coordinate y of the box, hoc is the right side of the box, woc is the left side of the box; then

Long Edge representation Dle = (hle, wle, θle), where hle is the long edge, wle is the short

edge, and the angle θle is defined by a reference line located at the left of the long edge

according to Yang et al. (2021d). Although we can map one representation to the other
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Figure 2.1 – Common definition of OBB. Left: OpenCV definition. Right: Long Edge Definition

Source: (YANG et al., 2021d)

through

Doc(hoc, woc, θoc) =

Dle(hle, wle, θle), if θle ∈ [−90◦, 0◦)

Dle(wle, hle, θle − 90◦), otherwise
, (2.1)

we note that the angular range in the representations is not the same, since θle ∈ [−90◦, 90◦)

and θoc ∈ [−90◦, 0◦). Such difference impacts the definition of the network output when

regressing the angular parameter.

Although annotating HBBs or OBBs might seem straightforward, it is not an en-

tirely objective task. The definition of a BB itself for objects with strong partial occlusions

is not trivial: should we annotate only the main visible portion or a BB comprising all

object parts, regardless of their size? Furthermore, annotation tools typically involve

drag-and-drop interfaces, which tend to generate annotation errors – hopefully of only a

few pixels. To illustrate possible ambiguities or errors in annotated HBBs (AHBBs) and

annotated OBBs (AOBBs), we select some images that present HBB or OBB annotations

and independent segmentation masks, which allows us to compute the HBB or OBB di-

rectly from the masks (called SHBBs/ SOBBs). Figure 2.2 shows the RGB images and the

corresponding segmentation masks with SHBBs overlaid in green and AHBBs or AOBBs

in blue for a few samples in VOC 2012 (first row) and DOTA (second row). In Figure 2.2a,

the AHBB comprehends both visible and “guessed” portions of the inner bike; the SHBB,
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on the other hand, relates only to the upper-central part of the bike. Figure 2.2b illustrates

a recurrent issue in VOC 2012: the object is partially occluded, and the segmentation mask

presents more than one connected component with the body and hands, yielding a wide

SHBB; the AHBB, however, relates only to the body. Although these discrepancies can be

minimized by imposing rules to annotators, such as including arm to people or open doors

to cars, they do arise in existing datasets and might lead to strong IoU degradations. For

OBBs, Figure 2.2c shows an example where the AOBB and SOBB almost match perfectly.

In Figure 2.2d and 2.2e, the AOBB and SOBB also differ considerably, and it is difficult

to assess which annotation better represents the object. Another issue when using OBB

annotations is the presence of roughly circular shapes. In these cases, any circumscribing

square with an arbitrary rotation fits equally well the circular object, as shown in Figure 2.3.

A more in-depth analysis of annotation ambiguities for HBBs and OBBs can be found

in (MURRUGARRA-LLERENA; KIRSTEN; JUNG, 2022).

(a) IoU = 0.47 (b) IoU = 0.38

(c) IoU = 0.96 (d) IoU = 0.61 (e) IoU = 0.61
Figure 2.2 – Examples of HBB and OBB annotations (red) in VOC and DOTA dataset respectively

and the minimum enclosing rectangle or rotated rectangle related to the corresponding
segmentation mask (blue).

Source: Authors, (EVERINGHAM et al., 2010a) and (XIA et al., 2018)

It is also important to mention that computing the IoU for OBBs involves

a non-trivial expression, since there are many combinations for the intersection of

OBBs (CHEN et al., 2020). Furthermore, defining adequate IoU acceptance thresholds

for OBBs is not straightforward, since annotation errors or biases can strongly affect the

IoU (MURRUGARRA-LLERENA; KIRSTEN; JUNG, 2022). Finally, we note that using

OBBs as object representations for object detection impacts architectural network changes

in popular models, as explained next.
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(a) Image with an object segmentation (b) Multiple OBB parametrization for the same image
Figure 2.3 – One segmentation mask can be many annotated OBBs

Source: Authors and (XIA et al., 2018)

2.2 Object Detectors

Object detection consists of identifying all instances belonging to a pre-defined set

of object categories. It involves mainly two tasks: i) locating each object instance in an

image; and ii) assigning a category label to each detected instance. For the localization

problem, a desired representation is needed around objects (such as HBBs or OBBs, as

explained in the previous section). Then, we categorize the detected objects in a set of

pre-defined labels.

Earlier approaches for object detection explored the traditional computer vi-

sion pipeline, consisting of hand-crafted feature extraction followed by a classifier.

These approaches were generally slow, inaccurate and performed poorly on unfamiliar

datasets (ZAIDI et al., 2021). On the other hand, object detectors based on deep learn-

ing have shown higher accuracy and can achieve high processing speeds with dedicated

hardware (GPU) (ZAIDI et al., 2021).

As noted by different authors (BOCHKOVSKIY; WANG; LIAO, 2020; LIANG

et al., 2021; LIU L., 2020), the core components for object detection (see Figure 2.4)

using deep learning are: (i) Backbone, (ii) Neck, and (iii) Head (Dense/Sparse Predic-

tion). Backbones are used to extract features from an image, and popular choices are

AlexNet (KRIZHEVSKY; SUTSKEVER; HINTON, 2017), VGG (SIMONYAN; ZIS-

SERMAN, 2014), Resnet family (HE et al., 2016), and the EfficientDet Family (TAN;

PANG; LE, 2020b), to mention a few. Necks connect features obtained from backbone

layers to head layers (LIU L., 2020), and multiscale fusion through Feature Pyramid

Networks (FPNs) (LIN et al., 2017b) and BiDirectional FPNs (TAN; PANG; LE, 2020b)

are becoming popular. The head responsible for dense or sparse predictions generates

the network output consisting of the object representations (e.g., HBBs or OBBs) and
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the corresponding categories. Most existing object detectors can also be classified in

two main groups: two-stage detectors, where object proposals are first generated and

then evaluated/refined, and one-stage detectors, where the network predicts the object

representation along with the corresponding category. Figure 2.4 shows the typical object

detection pipeline described applied to both one- and two-stage detectors.

Figure 2.4 – Generic Structure of an object detector

Source: (BOCHKOVSKIY; WANG; LIAO, 2020)

Most two-stage object detectors (GIRSHICK et al., 2014; Girshick, 2015; REN

et al., 2015; QIAO; CHEN; YUILLE, 2021) are composed of three main steps: i) region

proposal generation, which consists of producing a sparse set of candidate object regions;

ii) proposal evaluation, which aims to decide if a proposal is related or not to a given

set of categories; and iii) localization/refinement head, which involves the regression of

the proposal to its final location classification and localization are typically combined

in a multi-task loss). For example, R-CNN (GIRSHICK et al., 2014) uses selective

search (UIJLINGS J.R.R., 2013) to obtain object proposals, and classify each proposal

using AlexNet (KRIZHEVSKY; SUTSKEVER; HINTON, 2017) for feature extraction

with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to assign the class label and a linear regression

model to refine objects. Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015) improves classification/localization

incorporating a Region Of Interest (RoI) pooling layer that resize all proposals to same

spatial dimension, which are fed to two branches: one for classification and the other for

bounding box regression. Faster R-CNN (REN et al., 2015) replaces selective search,

which is external to the network, with a Region Proposal Network (RPN). Figure 2.5

summarizes the main aspects and improvements going from R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, and

then Faster R-CNN. It is important to mention that more recent methods provide other

improvements for two-stage object detection. For example, Lin et al. (2017b) incorporate

feature-pyramid (FPN) to the RPN, and Qiao, Chen and Yuille (2021) stacks multiple

FPN processing output by Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling Layer (ASPP), obtaining very
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accurate results.

Figure 2.5 – Summarization of popular two-stage detector (R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN

Source: http://cs231n.stanford.edu/

One-stage object detectors work in an end-to-end fashion, identifying where the

instances are and regressing their object localization and category, typically trained with a

multi-task loss (as in two-stage detectors). The YOLO (You Only Look Once) “family” is

a typical example of one-stage detector. YOLOv1 (REDMON et al., 2016) is one of the

earliest one-stage detector that regresses, in a vector, the possible existence of an object

as well its position and category. YOLOv2 (REDMON; FARHADI, 2017) introduces the

concept of anchors to help the regressing object, which are pre-defined boxes that roughly

match the ground-truth annotations. It also used batch normalization for regularization and

increases the resolution compared to YOLOv1, yielding a fast detector but not as accurate

as two-stage detectors. Later, YOLOv3 (REDMON; FARHADI, 2018) explores FPN Lin

et al. (2017b) to improve the detection of tiny objects, and YOLOv4 (BOCHKOVSKIY;

WANG; LIAO, 2020) used a Spatial Pyramid Pooling Layer (HE et al., 2014) that generates

fixed size features to help prediction, plus other-known methods to boost performance

such as data augmentation (photometric distortion, geometric distortion, mixup, cutmix,

etc) and different losses. Finally scaled-YOLOv4 (WANG; BOCHKOVSKIY; LIAO,

2021) reformulates YOLOv4 (BOCHKOVSKIY; WANG; LIAO, 2020) by incorporating

a novel backbone CSPNet (WANG et al., 2020) that reports a better speed and accuracy.

Single-Shot-Detection (SSD) (LIU et al., 2016) was the first single-shot detector that

presents competitive results in terms of accuracy with Faster R-CNN, and it proposes the

addition of hard mining. Lin et al. (2017c) proposes RetinaNet, and the main contribution
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was the introduction of the focal loss that assigns more importance to hard objects – it also

incorporates FPN to their pipeline to better deal with scale variation. As a final example,

EfficientDet (TAN; PANG; LE, 2020b) creates a scaling up strategy by width scaling, depth

scaling, resolution scaling and incorporates BiFPN obtaining a detector with a tradeoff of

speed and accuracy while you are doing more scaling up. Figure 2.6 shows architectures

of mentioned methods. Despite the advances of one-stage detectors, two-stage approaches

still provide better accuracy according to Liu L. (2020).

Recently, anchor-free detectors have been receiving more attention from the re-

search community. They aim to replace anchor/proposal boxes with representative object

points, such as center point, corner point or object keypoints. Anchor-based approaches

have two major drawbacks that can be mitigated with anchor-free approaches (LAW;

DENG, 2018): i) Relatively low detection speed: as the number of anchors/proposals can

be considerably highly, non max-supression (NMS) can be a bottleneck in detection; ii)

Scale-dependency to the training datasets: unseen datasets might need suitable anchors

to object aspect ratios for a good performances. Popular anchor-free networks are Cen-

terNet (DUAN et al., 2019), which focuses on detecting center-point, dimension (width

and height box dimension) and heatmap; CornerNet (LAW; DENG, 2018), which detect

corners (top-left corner and the bottom-right corner with a CNN) with the guidance of a

heatmap of annotated corners – to help the corner prediction in large and medium objects

it proposes a corner convolution that explores the horizontal dimension to determine the

relatedness of an object part. For two-stage detectors, examples of anchor-free methods

are GRIDRCNN (LU et al., 2019), which replaces proposals with a grid of 3× 3 points

that are later converted into a bounding box, and Fully Convolutional One-Stage Object

Detection (FCOS) (TIAN et al., 2019), which explores an FPN and proposes new loss

function centerness that helps to better locate objects.

All approaches described above work mainly with HBBs as the core object repre-

sentation. However, they can be adapted to handle OBBs taking into account a few points.

For two-stage detectors, the RPN must be adapted to generate orientated proposals, such

as (He; Lau, 2015; Chen; Tsotsos, 2019), and the classification stage must use pooling

strategies suited for OBBs, such as (MA et al., 2018; HAN et al., 2021b; YANG et al.,

2021b; HAN et al., 2021a). For one-stage detectors, the network output should involve

an additional parameter related to the orientation of the regressed OBB, which must be

coupled with the chosen parametrization for the OBB. For both one-stage and two-stage

detectors, anchor-based methods require an adequate strategy for anchor generation or
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(a) Yolo (b) SSD

(c) RetinaNet (d) EfficientDet
Figure 2.6 – Summarization of popular one-stage detector, such as YOLO, SSD, RetinaNet,

EfficientDet.

Source: (ZAIDI et al., 2021)

refinement, such as (YANG et al., 2021b). Finally, a common challenge to all object

detection strategies is the choice of an adequate localization loss function suited for OBBs,

as discussed in the next section.

Although exhaustively analyzing existing OBB object detectors is out of the scope

of this thesis, we refer the reader to the open-source toolbox MMRotate (ZHOU et al.,

2022), which presents implementations of several one- and two-stage detectors adapted to

OBBs. Among others, it presents implementations of Oriented-RCNN (XIE et al., 2021),

Rotated-Retinanet (LIN et al., 2017c), R3Det (YANG et al., 2021c), S2ANet (HAN et

al., 2021a), ReDet (HAN et al., 2021b). In the experiments provided in this thesis, we

used mainly two OBB detectors: Rotated-RetinaNet (YANG et al., 2021a), which is an

extension of the classic RetinaNet to deal with OBBs, and R3Det (YANG et al., 2021c),

which provides a dedicated head to refine OBBs on top of Rotated-RetinaNet.

2.3 Localization Loss

As mentioned in the previous section, loss functions are crucial for object detectors

to learn the class and localization of the object. In general, object detectors are trained with

a combined multi-task loss that involves both the classification and localization problems,

typically expressed as:

L = Lclas + ωLloc, (2.2)
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where Lclas is the classification loss, Lloc the localization loss, and ω a balancing weight.

For classification, traditional choices to handle categorical data such as categorical

cross-entropy (MANNOR; PELEG; RUBINSTEIN, 2005) are commonly used, and varia-

tions that try to focus on “harder” cases such as the focal loss (LIN et al., 2017c) have also

become popular. Other emerging options are robust categorical cross-entropy (LI et al.,

2021) and Hinge Loss (LUO; QIAO; ZHANG, 2021), to name a few. The localization loss

is responsible for penalizing object representations produced by the network that are far

from the ground-truth annotations, and its formulation depends on the chosen representa-

tion (e.g., HBB or OBB) and the corresponding parametrization. Desired properties of a

localization loss are code simplicity, scale invariance, metric properties, having few or no

hyperparameters, and being differentiable to back-propagate gradients (HECHT-NIELSEN,

1989).

A simple but popular strategy for Lloc is a combination of parameter-wise loss

components using well-known distance norms such as `1, `2 or smooth-`1, which can be

coupled to any object detector. This strategy is agnostic to the object representation and

parametrization: if the loss reaches its minimum value (zero), the parameters produced by

the network are the same as the ground-truth and hence the objects are the same. However,

the loss is not zero in practice, and the value of the loss function does not present a

direct relationship with the quality of the regressed object: parameter-wise loss functions

implicitly assume independence (i.e., changes in one parameter do not affect the others).

Furthermore, such parameter-wise combination is sensitive to the scale of the objects,

which might produce instabilities when regressing the object depending on the chosen

distance norm.

Different strategies have been proposed to alleviate the instability issue or improve

convergence, such as the `2 norm with HBB offsets in log space (Girshick, 2015). Another

popular choice is the smooth `1 loss, which act as `1 or `2 under certain ranges. It is given

by:

Lsmooth(x̂) = mean(smooth `1(x̂)) (2.3)

smooth `1(x̂) =

0.5x̂, if |x̂| < 1

|x̂| − 0.5, otherwise
,

where x̂ is the difference of ground-truth and predicted values. This loss is a special case

of the Huber loss (Girshick et al., 2016), aiming to be more stable for small errors and less
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sensitive to outliers (OKSUZ et al., 2021). To further control the trade-off of outliers vs.

inliers, the balanced `1 loss was proposed by Wu and Li (2019). It is given by

Lbalanced(x̂) = mean(balanced `1(x̂)) (2.4)

balanced `1(x̂) =


αb

bb
(bb|x̂|+ 1) ln(bb|x̂|+ 1)− αb|x̂|, if |x̂| < 1

γ|x̂|+ Z, otherwise
,

where α control the inliers-outliers interaction, b forces continuity in the change interval

by α ln(b+ 1) = γ, and Z is a tunable parameter.

As an alternative to independent parameter-wise regression, some researchers have

proposed loss functions that provide a “holistic” dissimilarity metric from the ground-truth

representation and the regressed one. Since the IoU is a common metric for evaluation

(see Section 2.4), some approaches explore the IoU as a localization loss. It is worth

mentioning that the IoU is scale-invariant and presents a differentiable form when HBBs

are used, making it an attractive choice. If b1 and b2 are vectors with the annotated and

predicted HBBs, respectively, it is given by:

IoU(b1, b2) =
A(b1 ∩ b2)

A(b1 ∪ b2)
, (2.5)

where A(·) is the area operator.

Since the IoU is a similarity metric, it must be adapted to serve as a loss. Unit-

Box (YU et al., 2016) was one of the pioneers to incorporate an IoU loss to improve HBB

detection by using a logarithmic mapping.

LIoU(b1, b2) = − ln(IoU(b1, b2)), (2.6)

while Rahman and Wang (2016) used it for single object segmentation. Later, Tychsen-

Smith and Petersson (2018) proposed a bounding IoU loss for object detection that aims to

improves the fit of RoI and the associated annotated HBB for two-stage detectors.

Rezatofighi et al. (2019) introduced the Generalized IoU (GIoU) to mitigate the

problem of vanishing gradients produced by the IoU when the region of the regressed

and GT box do not overlap (in these cases, the IoU is zero and hence so is the gradient).

Their solution consists of considering the smallest enclosing box e that contains both the
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annotated and predicted HBBs, leading to

GIoU(b1, b2) = IoU(b1, b2)− A(e)− A(b1 ∪ b2)

A(e)
, (2.7)

and the correponding loss is

LGIoU(b1, b2) = 1− GIoU(b1, b2), (2.8)

which produces values in the range [0, 2].

Zheng et al. (2020) proposed the Distance-IoU (DIoU) and the Complete-IoU

(CIoU) by incorporating overlap area, the distance between central points, and aspect ratio

constraints as penalties to IoU, claiming that their changes speed up convergence and

outperform previous losses. These formulations are given by

LDIoU(b1, b2) = 1− IoU(b1, b2) +
||bc1 − bc2 ||22

e2
d

, (2.9)

LCIoU(b1, b2) = 1− IoU(b1, b2) +
||bc1 − bc2 ||22

e2
d

+ αCV , (2.10)

where bc is the center point of the HBB and ed is the diagonal length of e, w and h is the

width and height of the HBB, and

V =
4

π2

(
arctan

(
w1

h1

)
− arctan

(
w2

h2

))2

, (2.11)

αC =
V

(1− IoU) + V
, (2.12)

Other approaches as Sun et al. (2020) combined `n norms and IoU-based losses to

tackle the drawbacks of each component, while Zhang et al. (2021) further incorporated a

focal loss component to a modified IoU.

Despite the improvements leveraged by IoU-based loss functions, they are mostly

restricted to HBB object detection. Computing the IoU for OBBs involves a non-trivial

expression since there are many combinations for the intersection of OBBs (CHEN et al.,

2020). Furthermore, Yang et al. (2021d) claims that the IoU is not differentiable for OBBs,

which compromises its use as a loss function. Advances to obtain IoU-related loss functions

for OBB have been made; Pixels-IoU (PIou) (CHEN et al., 2020) combines angular errors

and a pixel-based IoU strategy, being time-consuming for larger objects (YANG et al.,
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2021e).

Another promising direction is to use Gaussian distributions as intermediate repre-

sentations for OBBs and to explore probability distances such as the Gaussian Wasserstein

Distance (GWD) (YANG et al., 2021d) or the Kullback-Leibler (KLD) Divergence (YANG

et al., 2021e). Consider that µ1 is the mean vector and Σ1 the covariance matrix for the

GT annotation, and µ2, Σ2 the corresponding parameters for the predicted Gaussian. Then,

the GWD and KLD distances are given by

dgwd = ||µ1 − µ2||22 + Tr
(

Σ1 + Σ2 − 2(Σ
1
2
1 Σ2Σ

1
2
1 )

1
2

)
, (2.13)

dkld =
1

2
(µ1 − µ2)TΣ−1

2 (µ1 − µ2) +
1

2
Tr(Σ−1

2 Σ1) +
1

2
ln
|Σ1|
|Σ2|
− 1, (2.14)

where Tr is the trace of a matrix. These two functions are differentiable and provide a

dissimilarity estimate of the distributions, which motivated their use as loss functions.

However, using either GWD or KLD directly in the loss yields very poor results (YANG

et al., 2021e, 2021e) for OBB object detection, and a non-linear mapping Lkld|gwd =

1−1/(τ+f(dkld|gwd)) with empirical choices for f (logarithm and square root were tested)

and a hyper-parameter τ is required. Although 1− L provides values in [0, 1], it does not

present an intuitive or experimentally validated relationship with the IoU. Furthermore,

GWD and KLD do not have metric properties, and GWD is not scale-invariant.

In summary, popular IoU-based loss functions for HBBs (such as GIoU, DIoU and

CIoU) cannot be directly adapted to OBBs. Parameter-wise strategies using traditional

norms (such as smooth `1 or balanced `1) can be applied for OBBs, but suffer from the same

drawbacks mentioned above for HBBs. Loss functions based on Gaussian distributions

are a promising direction, but existing approaches still suffer from limitations (e.g., need

mapping functions with additional hyperparameters). A summary of properties of loss

functions suited for OBBs is provided in Table 2.1.

Loss Simplicity Scale Invariance Metric Properties Hyperparameters Differentiable
IoU × X X – ×

PIoU (CHEN et al., 2020) X × × – X
Smooth `1 X × × – X

GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) X × × τ, f(·) X
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) X X × τ, f(·) X

Table 2.1 – Properties of loss function/evaluation metrics suited for OBBs

In this work, we consider that object regions are characterized in a fuzzy manner

through a Probability Density Function (PDF), and propose a similarity function based on
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the Hellinger distance that can be viewed as a probabilistic IoU (ProbIoU) that strongly

correlates with the IoU and induces a mathematical metric distance, unlike (YANG et al.,

2021d; YANG et al., 2021e). When Gaussian distributions are chosen as the PDF, we show

that ProbIoU yields a hyperparameter-free differentiable closed-form expression that can

be explored as a localization loss in object detectors. We also show that ProbIoU can be

seamlessly integrated with any HBB or OBB object detector, but also be computed from

segmentation masks and induce binary representations as elliptical regions that can be used

as an alternative representation for the objects.

2.4 Evaluation Metrics

The Average Precision (AP) is the most popular metric to compare object detectors,

being based on the area of the precision-recall curve. In a nutshell, precision measures

the percentage of correct predictions, and recall measures the percentage of ground truth

annotations that are correctly detected, noting that both depend on the score produced by

the object detector. Mathematically, they are defined as:

P =
TP

TP + FP
, (2.15)

R =
TP

TP + FN
. (2.16)

To assess if a prediction is correct, the Intersection over Union (IoU) between the

ground truth annotation and the candidate prediction is computed, and it is considered

correct if the IoU is above a given threshold and also if the predicted category is correct.

As an illustration, Figure 2.7 summarizes the AP computation process considering an

IoU threshold of 0.5, where green boxes represent the ground truth and red boxes are

the predictions with their confidence score. The table on the right shows the confidence

scores sorted in decreasing order, along with the IoU and the detection result (TP when

IoU above the 0.5 threshold and FP otherwise). The two last columns show the cumulative

precision and recall values, and the AP computed with precision and recall values with

11-point algorithm is shown in the bottom. Although the AP has been used in the vast

majority of object detection papers, some alternatives have been proposed in the past

years. For example, the Localization Recall Precision (LRP) (OKSUZ et al., 2018) also

considers the confidence score, but still requires a IoU-like function to compare bounding
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boxes, while Dave et al. (2021) criticizes the use of AP for large-vocabulary datasets and

introduced a pooled version of the AP.

Figure 2.7 – AP process

Source: Authors

The alternative AP metrics proposed in (OKSUZ et al., 2018; DAVE et al., 2021)

still rely on the IoU for comparing bounding boxes. The widespread use of the IoU for

evaluating object detectors can be explained by several properties of the IoU, such as

scale invariance, simplicity, and metric properties. However, defining the IoU acceptance

threshold is empirical (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2020), and the IoU presents some drawbacks

as illustrated in Figure 2.8: (i) non-overlap case: IoU cannot distinguish how far the predic-

tion is from the ground truth when the regions are disjoint, since the IoU is zero in these

cases – alternatives such as the Generalized Intersection over Union (GIoU) Rezatofighi

et al. (2019) can mitigate the problem by assigning a negative score for these cases; (ii)

subset case: if a prediction is inside the ground truth, the IoU will be the same regardless

of its location (GIoU shares the same issue); and (iii) complexity for non-HBB representa-

tion: although it is straightforward calculate IoU for HBB, the computation for OBB is

considerably more complex due to the wider range of intersection possibilities (CHEN et

al., 2020), as mentioned before. As we will discuss in this thesis, the proposed ProbIoU

is very simple to compute for both HBB and OBBs, and alleviates the IoU-related issues

pointed out in Figure 2.8.

It is also worth mentioning that GT annotations used to validate object detectors

are made by humans, and hence subject to bias or errors – some examples were provided in

Section 2.1. As noted by Rezatofighi et al. (2020), it is important to use evaluation distance

metrics d that obey the triangle inequality: if GTr is the real (noise-free but unknown)

ground-truth, GTa is a (noisy or biased) ground-truth annotation and Det is a detected
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(a) Non-overlap Case (b) Subset Case
Figure 2.8 – IoU disadvantages

Source: Authors

HBB or OBB, then

d(Det,GTr) ≤ d(Det,GTa) + d(GTr,GTa). (2.17)

If we have an estimate for the annotation noise/bias d(GTr,GTa), then equa-

tion (2.17) provides an upper bound for the actual distance d(Det,GTr) based on the

observed distance d(Det,GTa). Both IoU and GIoU induce distance metrics that satisfy

the triangle inequality, but we are not aware of any simple solution that works for OBBs.

As we will show in this thesis, ProbIoU does satisfy the triangle inequality and can be a

viable alternative for evaluating OBB object detectors.
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3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH

The core idea in this thesis is to represent an object in a fuzzy manner by using a

two-dimensional Probability Density Function (PDF). In particular, we focus on Gaussian

distributions – Gaussian Bounding Boxes (GBBs) –, which are characterized by the mean

vector µ = (x0, y0)T and the covariance matrix Σ and induce elliptical representations

of the desired 2D regions – called elliptical GBBs (EGBBs). By using fuzzy region

representations as PDFs, we can explore a vast arsenal of statistical tools to compare the

distance or similarity between two distributions. In particular, we propose a Probabilistic

Intersection-over-Union (ProbIoU) based on the Hellinger Distance (KAILATH, 1967),

that is differentiable and easy-to-compute. We then propose the use of ProbIoU both as a

localization loss term or evaluation metric. We show that GBBs can be converted from/to

several popular annotation formats such as HBBs, OBBs or segmentation masks.

3.1 Gaussian Bounding Boxes (GBBs)

Before providing details on how to represent 2D regions as GBBs, we discuss some

properties of the covariance matrix and how parameters can be regressed through a deep

neural network. We first note that the mean vector µ = (x0, y0)T of a 2D Gaussian does

not impose any restriction on the parameters x0, y0.

A 2D covariance matrix Σ presents three degrees of freedom, which can be ex-

pressed directly as the elements a, b, c of the (symmetric) covariance matrix, or as the

decorrelated variances a′, b′ and rotation angle θ, which are related through

Σ =

a c

c b

 = Rθ

a′ 0

0 b′

RT
θ =

a′ cos2 θ + b′ sin2 θ 1
2

(a′ − b′) sin 2θ

1
2

(a′ − b′) sin 2θ a′ sin2 θ + b′ cos2 θ

 , (3.1)

where Rθ is a two-dimensional rotation matrix. Let us recall that Σ must be positive

definite, and Sylvester’s criterion (GILBERT, 1991) states that a Hermitian matrix is

positive-definite if and only if all the leading principal minors are positive. Such criterion

implies that a > 0 and det Σ = ab− c2 > 0 (which also implies that b > 0), providing a

set of restrictions if we want the network to regress (a, b, c) directly.

We can also design a network that regresses (a′, b′, θ) instead, which is more aligned

to the output of existing OBB object detectors and hence allows an easier adaptation for
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GBBs, as noted in (YANG et al., 2021d). In this parametrization, a′, b′ > 0 and θ ∈ R,

which leads to an ambiguous representation of the covariance matrix because parameters

(a′, b′, θ) and (b′, a′, θ + π/2) generate exactly the same matrix. To mitigate this problem,

we can select θ ∈ [−π/4, π/4] to generate a unique representation of a covariance matrix

Σ in terms of a′, b′, θ, which also solves the circularity problem of the angular parameter

(i.e., θ and θ + 2π producing the same matrix). Note that we have an isotropic Gaussian

when a′ = b′, and in this case, the orientation θ becomes irrelevant (any value for θ yields

the same matrix Σ). A square-shaped OBB, on the other hand, still provides an associated

orientation, so that the mapping from a square-shaped OBB to a GBB is not an invertible

operation.

3.2 GBBs from/to Other Representations

Since most existing datasets for object detection present annotations as HBBs,

OBBs or even segmentation masks, we present some ways to obtain GBBs from these

representations. We start by assuming that the object region is represented as a 2D

(continuous) binary region Ω, which is the most complete shape description. Assuming

that Ω represents a uniform PDF, the mean of the distribution and the covariance matrix

are given by:

µ =
1

N

∫
x∈Ω

xdx, Σ =
1

N

∫
x∈Ω

(x− µ) (x− µ)T dx, (3.2)

where N = #Ω is the area of Ω (and hence 1/N is the density for each point in Ω). For

HBBs, Ω reduces to a rectangular region with center (x0, y0), width W and height H . In

this case, µ = (x0, y0)T is simply the center of the rectangular region, and the covariance

matrix can be computed analytically through:

Σ =
1

WH

∫ H
2

−H
2

∫ W
2

−W
2

x2 xy

xy y2

 dxdy =

W 2

12
0

0 H2

12

 , (3.3)

so that a = W 2/12, b = H2/12 and c = 0.

If we have an OBB, we can define uncorrelated variances a′ and b′ based on the

sides of the corresponding HBB as above, and also compute a rotation matrix Rθ from

the orientation angle θ. The corresponding covariance matrix is then obtained using

equation (3.1). Finally, for a generic representation using binary segmentation masks,
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we estimate the empirical mean and covariance matrix, which are essentially discretized

versions of equation (3.2). Note that computing the GBB from the segmentation mask is

not equivalent to extracting an OBB from the mask and then computing the GBB from the

OBB.

It is also important to provide strategies for generating binary masks from the

fuzzy representations provided by the GBBs to visualize the regions as deterministic

masks and compute the traditional IoU between two regions for validation purposes. If the

application requires an HBB representation, the box dimensions can be obtained through

the inverse of equation (3.3). To convert a GBB to an OBB representation, we first obtain

the diagonal form of the covariance matrix, as given in equation (3.1). The box dimensions

are given from the de-correlated variances a′, b′, and the orientation θ is retrieved from

the rotation matrix Rθ, obtained through the eigenvectors. However, square OBBs with

arbitrary rotations generate the same isotropic GBBs, and the original orientation cannot

be retrieved: any pair of two orthonormal vectors can be a choice for the eigenvectors

(please recall Figure 2.3). In this work, we present a natural and bijective mapping from

GBBs to elliptical regions called EGBBs, as explained next.

For a multivariate Gaussian distribution, the squared Mahalanobis distance d2(x) =

(x− µ)T Σ−1 (x− µ) presents a chi-squared distribution (with two degrees of freedom

in our case). The level sets given by d2(x) = r2 (with r > 0) are represented as elliptical

regions, for which the principal directions are the eigenvectors of Σ−1, and the semi-axes

are r/
√
λ1 and r/

√
λ2, where λ1, λ2 are the corresponding eigenvalues. Hence, each value

of r relates to a different ellipse, and one possibility for choosing r is based on the integral

of the Gaussian that lies in the interior of the ellipse (recall that the integral over the plane

equals one). Given an “integral” threshold 0 < τ < 1, we can set r such that Fχ2(r2) = τ ,

where Fχ2 is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the chi-squared distribution.

A second possibility is to choose r such that the GBB computed from an axis-aligned

BB must present an elliptical (binary) representation with the same area of the BB. As

discussed before, Σ is diagonal when computed from BBs (and so is Σ−1). Hence, we

have λ1 = 1/a = 12/W 2, λ2 = 1/b = 12/H2, and the equal area requirement leads to:

π
r√
λ1

r√
λ2

= WH ⇒ π
r2WH

12
= WH ⇒ r =

√
12

π
, (3.4)

which implies that approximately 85% of the Gaussian distribution lies within the ellipse

based on the chi-squared distribution. Yet a third approach would be to define the scaling
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Figure 3.1 – Extraction of binary elliptical masks from the GBBs. Left: method 1 using
r = 1.552, 1.795, 2.150 (blue, green and red ellipses). Middle: method 2. Right: method 3.

Source: Authors

factor r that produces the largest ellipse inscribed in a rectangle (again assuming the

mapping from BB to GBB and vice-versa). In that case, it is easy to show that we must

select r =
√

3, so that ∼ 78% of the distribution lies within the ellipse. Note that the

second and third strategies are actually particular cases of the first one with an adequate

choice for the parameter r.

Examples of the three approaches for mapping a GBB to an elliptical region

(EGBB) are illustrated in Figure 3.1, which shows the binary masks related annotated

segmentation masks in COCO 2017 plus an artificial rectangular region. The first approach

(based on the CDF) is shown on the left, with ellipses containing τ = 70%, 80% and 90%

of the Gaussian area. The following images relate to the other two strategies (equal area

and inscribed ellipse). Although it is hard to visually define which strategy is the best, we

use the second approach as our default mapping strategy.

A visual comparison of HBB, OBB and EGBB as object representations is shown

in Figure 3.2. The top row shows some images from the COCO 2017 dataset (LIN et al.,

2014) with objects represented as HBBs (red), OBBs (blue) and the proposed EGBBs

(green), all of them computed from the segmentation masks (shown in the bottom row).

Note that OBBs improve over HBBs for elongated and rotated objects (e.g., the fork

in the middle image pair), but the proposed representation provides a tighter fit to the

segmentation mask for most of the objects. Note also that the GBB→ EGBB mapping

is invertible, which opens the possibility for using EGBBs as an alternative annotation

format. In fact, a few datasets such as FDDB (JAIN; LEARNED-MILLER, 2010) (for face

detection) already provide annotations as ellipses, which can be directly mapped to GBBs.
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Figure 3.2 – Different annotation types for images in the COCO dataset: HBBs (red), OBBs (blue)
and EGBBs (green), as well as the GT segmentation masks (bottom images).

Source: Authors and (LIN et al., 2014)

3.3 The Probabilistic IoU (ProbIoU)

Let us consider that two objects (prediction and GT annotation) are represented by

probability density functions p(x) and q(x), respectively. The Bhattacharyya Coefficient

between p(x) and q(x) is defined as

BC(p, q) =

∫
R2

√
p(x)q(x)dx = e−BD(p,q), (3.5)

where BD(p, q) is the Bhattacharyya Distance. The Bhattacharyya Coefficient measures

the amount of overlap between the distributions (hence, computing the similarity between

them), whereas the Bhattacharyya Distance provides an estimate of the dissimilarity

between them: when BD increases BC decreases, and vice-versa.

Note that any two binary regions Ω1 and Ω2 (e.g., segmentation masks) can be

viewed as uniform PDFs p(x) and q(x), respectively (when normalized by the area), so

that

BC(p, q) =

∫
Ω1∩Ω2

√
1

#Ω1

1

#Ω2

dx =
# (Ω1 ∩ Ω2)√

#Ω1#Ω2

. (3.6)

If we denote N = #Ω1 and M = #Ω2, then we can see that

√
NM ≤ max{N,M} ≤ #(Ω1 ∪ Ω2), (3.7)

which means that BC(p, q) ≥ IoU(Ω1,Ω2). Hence, the Bhatacharyya Coefficient is an
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upper bound for the IoU between the corresponding binary regions when using uniform

PDFs.

If we use a fuzzy object representation based on GBBs, as described in the previous

section, both BC and BD present closed-form expressions in terms of the GBB parameters.

Considering that p ∼ N (µ1,Σ1) and q ∼ N (µ2,Σ2) are Gaussian distributions with

µ1 =

x1

y1

 , Σ1 =

a1 c1

c1 b1

 , µ2 =

x2

y2

 , Σ2 =

a2 c2

c2 b2

 , (3.8)

we can obtain a closed-form expression for BD given by

BD =
1

8
(µ1 − µ2)TΣ−1(µ1 − µ2) +

1

2
ln

(
det Σ√

det Σ1 det Σ2

)
,Σ =

Σ1 + Σ2

2
. (3.9)

Since we are dealing with 2D vectors and matrices, the inverse and determinant

can be computed analytically. More precisely, we can write BD = B1 +B2 with

B1 =
1

4

(a1 + a2)(y1 − y2)2 + (b1 + b2)(x1 − x2)2 + 2(c1 + c2)(x2 − x1)(y1 − y2)

(a1 + a2)(b1 + b2)− (c1 + c2)2
,

(3.10)

B2 =
1

2
ln

(
(a1 + a2)(b1 + b2)− (c1 + c2)2

4
√

(a1b1 − c2
1)(a2b2 − c2

2)

)
, (3.11)

and hence we can also obtain an analytical closed-form expression for BC = e−BD . Note

that B2 involves only the shape parameters Σ1, Σ2 and does not depend on the mean

µ1, µ2, so that alternative formulations that prioritize central point adherence or shape

consistency can be designed by weighing B1 and B2 differently.

It is important to mention that the Bhattacharyya Distance is not an actual distance

since it does not satisfy the triangle inequality. However, the Hellinger distanceHD satisfies

all the requirements for a distance measure (KAILATH, 1967), and 0 ≤ HD(p, q) ≤ 1

regardless of the chosen PDFs. Hence, we can use HD(p, q) to induce a similarity metric

that we call Probabilistic IoU (ProbIoU) given by:

ProbIoU(p, q) = 1−HD(p, q), with HD(p, q) =
√

1−BC(p, q). (3.12)

Since we have a closed-form expression for BC when Gaussian distributions are

used, HD(p, q) can be expressed analytically as a function of the GBB parameters. Also,

we always have that i) HD(p, q) > 0 when p 6= q; and ii) HD(p, q) < 1, since BC(p, q) is
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strictly positive due to the infinite support of the Gaussian. In Section 4.1 we show that the

IoU between two OBBs strongly correlates with the ProbIoU between the corresponding

GBBs. Note that the Gaussian Wasserstein or the Kullback-Leibler Distances for GBBs

used in (YANG et al., 2021d; YANG et al., 2021e) perform poorly when used directly as

localization loss for object detection – requiring an empirically-defined mapping function

with an additional hyper-parameter – and do not present an intuitive relationship with the

IoU. As we show next, ProbIoU can be used as a regression loss to train oriented object

detectors, but also as an alternative to the traditional IoU as a validation metric.

3.3.1 ProbIoU as a Localization Loss

Let us consider that p = (x1, y1, a1, b1, c1) is the set of GBB parameters regressed

by a network, and that q = (x2, y2, a2, b2, c2) is the ground truth (GT) annotation for the

desired GBB. Since ProbIoU is a similarity metric, we propose to use

LProbIoU(p, q) = 1− ProbIoU(p, q) = HD(p, q) (3.13)

as a localization loss term.

Since we have a closed-form expression for BC(p, q) when Gaussian distributions

are used, LProbIoU(p, q) can be expressed analytically as a differentiable function of the

GBB parameters with p being the learnable variable. Note that LProbIoU(p, q) = 0 ⇔

BC(p, q) = 1⇔ BD(p, q) = 0⇔ p = q, which means that the proposed loss achieves

its minimum value only when the regressed parameters match the corresponding GT

annotations. Also, we have that LProbIoU(p, q) < 1, since BC(p, q) is strictly positive due

to the infinite support of the Gaussian.

If we have an object detector that produces OBB parameters, we can seamlessly

integrateLProbIoU to train the model. Let us consider that pO = (x1, y1,W1, H1, θ1) encodes

the center (x1, y1), width W1, height H1 and orientation θ1 of an OBB produced by the

object detector. The corresponding GBB parameters are given by

pG = (x1, y1, a1, b1, c1) = f(pO) (3.14)

=

(
x1, y1,

W 2
1 cos2 θ +H2

1 sin2 θ

12
,
W 2

1 sin2 θ +H2
1 cos2 θ

12
,
(W 2

1 −H2
1 ) sin 2θ

24

)
,

as proposed in Section 3.1 – note that f is differentiable w.r.t. to the OBB parameters. A
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similar mapping qG = (x2, y2, a2, b2, c2) = f(qO) can be applied to the OBB parameters

of a GT annotation, and we can define the localization loss between pO and qO using

LProbIoU through

Lloc(pO, qO) = LProbIoU(f(pO),f(qO)) = LProbIoU(pG, qG). (3.15)

For training the network using backpropagation, we need the derivatives

∂Lloc
∂pO

=
∂LProbIoU

∂pG
Jf (pO), (3.16)

where

Jf (pO) =



1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 W1 cos2 (θ)
6

H1 sin2 (θ)
6

(H2
1−W 2

1 ) sin (2θ)

12

0 0 W1 sin2 (θ)
6

H1 cos2 (θ)
6

(W 2
1−H2

1) sin (2θ)

12

0 0 W1 sin (2θ)
12

−H1 sin (2θ)
12

(W 2
1−H2

1) cos (2θ)

12


(3.17)

is the 5× 5 Jacobian of f , and

∂LProbIoU

∂pG
=
∂
√

1− exp(−BD)

∂pG
=

exp(−BD)

2
√

1− exp(−BD)

∂BD

∂pG
, (3.18)

noting that ∂BD/∂pG can be analytically computed from Eqs. (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11).

Axis-aligned GBBs: if we want to deal with HBBs only, the corresponding axis-aligned

GBBs would present a simplified formulation with diagonal covariance matrices (i.e.,

c1 = c2 = 0). This leads to only four parameters to be regressed (as in HBBs), and the only

constraints are a > 0 and b > 0 to ensure positive-definiteness of the covariance matrix.

As in the generic case for OBB detectors, it is straightforward to integrate LProbIoU into an

HBB detector that produces HBB parameters encoded as (center point, width, and height).

If pH = (x1, y1,W1, H1) encodes the center (x1, y1), width W1 and height H1 of

an HBB produced by the object detector, then the corresponding GBB parameters are

given by

pG = (x1, y1, a1, b1) = g(pH) =

(
x1, y1,

W 2
1

12
,
H2

1

12

)
, (3.19)

which is a particular case of equation (3.14) with θ = 0. By using a similar mapping

qG = (x2, y2, a2, b2) = g(qH) to the HBB parameters of a GT annotation, we can define

Lloc(pH , qH) = LProbIoU(g(pH), g(qH)) = LProbIoU(pG, qG) similarly to the generic OBB
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case. The gradient of the loss function is given by

∂Lloc
∂pH

=
LProbIoU

∂pG
Jg(pH) =

exp(−BD)

2
√

1− exp(−BD)

∂BD

∂pG
Jg(pH), (3.20)

where Jg(pO) is the 4× 4 Jacobian of g.

For axis-aligned GBBs, the Bhatacharrya Distance BD reduces to a particularly

simple expression given by

BD(pG, qG) =
1

4

(
(x1 − x2)2

a1 + a2

+
(y1 − y2)2

b1 + b2

)
+ (3.21)

+
1

2
ln ((a1 + a2)(b1 + b2))− 1

4
ln (a1a2b1b2) ,

with the constant term ln 2 being discarded since it does not affect the gradient. Computing
∂BD

∂pG
and Jg(pH) explicitly, equation (3.20) reduces to

∂Lloc
∂pH

=
exp(−BD)

2
√

1− exp(−BD)


1
2
x1−x2
a1+a2

1
2
y1−y2
b1+b2

1
4

(
a1−a2

a1(a1+a2)
− (x1−x2)2

(a1+a2)2

)
1
4

(
b1−b2

b2(b1+b2)
− (y1−y2)2

(b1+b2)2

)



T 
1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 W1/6 0

0 0 0 H1/6



=
exp(−BD)

2
√

1− exp(−BD)


6 x1−x2
W 2

1 +W 2
2

6 y1−y2
H2

1+H2
2(

W 2
1−W 2

2

2W1(W 2
1 +W 2

2 )
− 6W1(x1−x2)2

(W 2
1 +W 2

2 )2

)(
H2

1−H2
2

2H1(H2
1+H2

2 )
− 6H1(y1−y2)2

(H2
1+H2

2 )2

)



T

. (3.22)

An overview of object detection using ProbIoU is illustrated in Figure 3.3, where

the GT annotation (OBB, segmentation mask, or the proposed EGBBs) and the network

output are converted to GBBs, and the proposed ProbIoU localization loss is used to train

the model. For inference, the output of the detector can be mapped to either an OBB or an

EGBB.

3.3.2 ProbIoU as an Evaluation Metric

Object detectors are evaluated by comparing the regressed representation with

the corresponding GT annotation. Despite being by far the most popular choice, the IoU
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ProbIoU

GT GBB

Regressed GBB

loss

Object Detector

Input image

GT annotation

OBB

Seg. mask

EGBB

Object Representation

EGBB

OBB

Figure 3.3 – Example of ProbIoU as a localization loss for object detection. Given an image and
the GT annotation (that can be an OBB, HBB, Seg. mask or EGBB), we convert it to a GBB

representation and use ProbIoU to regress a GBB. The GBB can be mappeed to an OBB oe EGBB.

Source: Authors

presents limitations in some situations as discussed in Section 2.4: (i) non-overlap case: IoU

does not provide information on how far an object is from the GT (ii) subset case: IoU does

not provide a “centerness” or aspect ratio information for an object inside its GT and (iii)

complex computation for non-HBB representations. Furthermore, some authors question

the selection of an adequate acceptance threshold for the IoU (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2020),

while others show that the IoU can be strongly affected by annotation errors/bias, partic-

ularly for small objects or approximately square OBBs (MURRUGARRA-LLERENA;

KIRSTEN; JUNG, 2022).

When using GBBs to train the network, it is impossible to recover the angular

information for square OBB annotations, which means that the regressed angle will be

arbitrary. Even if the center and side are accurately estimated, the IoU is affected by the

angular difference, as shown in Figure 3.4 (the eight equal-area shaded triangles illustrate

the discrepancies). In particular, the strongest degradation occurs when the angular offset

is θ = π/4, for which the IoU equals 1/
√

2. For the same scenario, we have ProbIoU = 1

regardless of θ, since the GBBs associated to the two OBBs are the same. As a consequence,

the IoU between the EGBBs is also one, but computing the IoU between two ellipses in

the generic case is not easy due to the several intersection possibilities. Computing the

GBB-based ProbIoU, on the other hand, is very easy.

Aside from (i) solving the angular ambiguity issue for square objects, ProbIoU

also presents other properties that make it an attractive alternative for evaluating OBB

detectors: (ii) it inherently mitigates the problem of non-overlapping regions, since it is

always strictly positive; (iii) it handles the “subset case” problem: if Ω1, Ω2 are two OBBs

with Ω1 ⊂ Ω2, then the ProbIoU computed with the corresponding GBBs will present the
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θ

A

(a) Rotated squares (b) θ vs. IoU
Figure 3.4 – Strongest IoU degradation between a square and its rotated version.

Source: Authors

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.5 – Subset cases for OBBs: IoU is always the same when OBB is inside another, but

ProbIoU provides larger values when the OBBs are aligned.

Source: Authors

largest values when their centers are aligned, since it minimizes the first term of BD in

equation (3.9) – see Figure 3.5 for an illustration; (iv) HD = 1 − ProbIoU satisfies all

distance metric properties inherited from the Hellinger distance (KAILATH, 1967), which

are important for evaluating object detectors (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2020) – particularly

the triangle inequality; (v) ProbIoU is invariant to object scaling: if two object regions

Ω1 and Ω2 that induce the distributions p ∼ N (µ1,Σ1) and q ∼ N (µ2,Σ2) are scaled

according to a factor s > 0, the corresponding distributions are p′ ∼ N (sµ1, s
2Σ1) and

q′ ∼ N (sµ2, s
2Σ2) as a direct consequence of equation (3.2). Using equation (3.9) we see
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that

BD(p′, q′) =
1

8
(sµ1 − sµ2)T (s2Σ)−1(sµ1 − sµ2) +

1

2
ln

(
det(s2Σ)√

det(s2Σ1) det(s2Σ2)

)

=
1

8
s(µ1 − µ2)T

Σ−1

s2
s(µ1 − µ2) +

1

2
ln

(
s4 det Σ√

s4 det Σ1s4 det Σ2

)
=

1

8
(µ1 − µ2)TΣ−1(µ1 − µ2) +

1

2
ln

(
det Σ√

det Σ1 det Σ2

)
= BD(p, q),

demonstrating the scale-invariance of GBB-ProbIoU.

We summarize the most important properties of ProbIoU compared to other local-

ization loss/evaluation metrics for OBBs in Table 3.1.

Loss Simplicity Scale Invariance Metric Properties Hyperparameters Differentiable
IoU × X X – ×

Smooth `1 X × × – X
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) X × × τ, f(·) X
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) X X × τ, f(·) X

ProbIoU X X X – X

Table 3.1 – Properties of loss function/evaluation metrics suited for OBBs compared with our
ProbIoU loss
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We start this chapter by experimentally showing that there is a strong correlation

between the IoU of OBBs or EGBBs and ProbIoU of the corresponding GBBs. Then,

we show that the proposed ProbIoU-based loss function can be seamlessly integrated

into existing HBB or OBB detectors yielding competitive results compared to existing

state-of-the-art (SOTA) loss functions. Additionally, we evaluate all methods with ProbIoU

as a validation metric for OBB object detection. Finally, we show that the proposed EGBBs

are closer to GT segmentation masks than HBBs or OBBs for most objects in traditional

datasets (such as Pascal VOC 2012 (EVERINGHAM et al., 2010b) and COCO 2017 (LIN

et al., 2014)), indicating that such representation can be used as an alternative to HBBs or

OBBs.

Although we mentioned before that two-stage detectors typically present better

results than one-stage detectors, we opted to use only one-stage detectors in our experi-

ments. The main reason is that two-stage detectors are not fully adapted for OBB detection

(modifications are only done in the regression refinement head).

4.1 ProbIoU vs. IoU for OBBs and EGBBs

We performed an empirical study to evaluate the relationship between the IoU

and ProbIoU. We randomly generated a large set of 5 million pairs of OBBs in the unit

square (recall that both IoU and ProbIoU are scale invariant, so that the definition of the

search space size is arbitrary) and rotated them independently using random angles in

the range [0, 2π]. We then computed the IoU for each pair of OBBs and the ProbIoU

for the corresponding “fuzzified” versions using both uniform and Gaussian distributions

(i.e., the GBBs). The scatter plot shown in Figure 4.1a illustrates a very tight mapping

between IoU and ProbIoU using uniform PDFs. When GBBs are used (Figure 4.1b), the

mapping is not so tight, and ProbIoU presents larger values than IoU for the vast majority

of samples. We highlight i) a flat region (orange) for which IoU is zero but ProbIoU might

present non-negligible values, typically related to pairs of OBBs that are aligned and close

to each other; ii) a “fishtail” region (purple) for which the ProbIoU is close to one but

the IoU is smaller, typically related to a pair of roughly square centered regions but with

different rotations. As discussed in Section 3.1, such OBBs map to the same isotropic

GBB, which explains the large ProbIoU. Figure 4.1c shows a similar plot but computing
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the IoU between the pair of corresponding EGBBs, and we note that using EGBBs leads to

a tighter mapping for high ProbIoU values since mapping GBBs to ellipses mitigates the

problem of rotated squares. We also performed a similar comparison using the “IoU-like”

term 1− LKLD = 1/(1 + log(1 + KLD)) as proposed in (YANG et al., 2021e), shown in

Fig. 4.1d (GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) was not evaluated since it is not scale-invariant). We

can observe a wider vertical spread and a flatter region around small IoU values compared

to GBB-based ProbIoU.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 4.1 – Empirical comparison between IoU with OBBs and (a) ProbIoU with uniform PDFs,
(b) ProbIoU with Gaussian PDFs (d) “IoU-like” term with KLD. (c) IoU with GBBs and ProbIoU

with Gaussian PDFs.

Source: Authors

We further corroborate the visual findings of Figure 4.1 by performing a correla-

tion analysis. For the experiments using GBB-based representations (Figures 4.1b, 4.1c

and 4.1d), we removed non-overlapping binary representations since their IoU is zero

but GBB-based IoU is not, so that no correlation is expected in this case. The Pearson

coefficient for the four scenarios were 0.993, 0.988, 0.988, and 0.932, and Spearman

rank-order coefficient (that measures monotonicity) were 0.997, 0.982, 0.985 and 0.835,

respectively – all of them with a numerically null p-value. The large Spearman coefficient

for GBB-based ProbIoU indicates that it can be used as a proxy for the IoU, particularly

when using EGBBs as binary representations.

Despite the strong rank correlation between EGBB-IoU and GBB-ProbIoU values,
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Figure 4.1c indicates that the relationship is not linear. Here, we also propose a quadratic

function h to better map the EGBB-IoU and GBB-ProbIoU values. More precisely, we

propose a parametric quadratic function

h(x) = ax+ (1− a)x2 (4.1)

such that h(0) = 0 and h(1) = 1 for any value of a. We quantized the ProbIoU values

into 10 equally spaced bins and computed the corresponding mean envelope points, which

is the average between the corresponding maximum and minimum IoU values. Then,

we estimated the value of a = 0.259743420366354 using least-squares fitting, and the

corresponding function h is shown as a black curve in Figure 4.1c.

Based on these experiments, we conclude that ProbIoU has a strong relation with

IoU, especially when EGBBs-IoU/GBB-ProbIoU are used. This property is inherent to our

ProbIoU, and other losses as KLD or GWD do not present this relationship.

4.2 Object Detection Results Using HBBs

In this section, we explore the simplified version of LProbIoU assuming axis-aligned

Gaussian distributions to train HBB object detectors. First, we provide training details –

description of the dataset with training and test subsets, hyperparameters for each detector,

training procedure, and hardware. Then, we show quantitative results based on the Average

Precision with multiple IoU thresholds and qualitative results through visual inspection.

4.2.1 Training Details

For the experiment with HBB object detectors, we explored The PASCAL Visual

Object Classes (VOC) 2007 dataset (EVERINGHAM et al., 2010b). This dataset contains

20 object categories including vehicles, household, animals, and other common objects.

More precisely, the annotated categories are: airplane, bicycle, boat, bus, car, motorbike,

train, bottle, chair, dining table, potted plant, sofa, TV/monitor, bird, cat, cow, dog, horse,

sheep, and person. Each image in this dataset has pixel-level segmentation annotations,

bounding box annotations, and object category annotations. This dataset has been widely

used as a benchmark for object detection, semantic segmentation, and classification tasks.

In our experiments, we used the default splits proposed in the dataset: 5,011 images for
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training and 4,952 for testing.

We explored two popular HBB detectors (EfficientDet (TAN; PANG; LE, 2020a)

and SSD (LIU et al., 2016)) trained with LProbIoU, the usual smooth `1 loss, and the SOTA

IoU-based loss functions GIoU (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2019), DIoU and CIoU (ZHENG et

al., 2020). In the experiments with EfficientDet, we used a Tensorflow 2 implementation1

with the D0 backbone; for SSD, we adopted a PyTorch implementation2 with ResNet-50-

FPN as backbone and 300×300 image resolution. Both models were trained and evaluated

in the same VOC2007 test set, with all parameters inherited from the used implementations

unless otherwise stated (for LProbIoU, we set the weight ω to 5 and 25 for EfficientDet and

SSD, respectively). More training details for each detector are provided next:

• Efficient Det D0 (TAN; PANG; LE, 2020a): we used the Adam opti-

mizer (KINGMA; BA, 2014) (εT = 10−3, βT1 = 0.9, βT2 = 0.999) with initial

learning rate= 10−3 and using a clip value of 10 for the gradients; batch size= 12;

and the focal loss (αT = 0.25, γT = 1.5) for the classification loss, using ω = 5

in equation (2.2). The model was trained for 50 epochs with the backbone layers

frozen (i.e., no gradient propagation) and then for 50 more epochs training all layers.

We added a plateau learning rate reducer factor of 0.8 for the validation loss, with

a two-epoch patience; and the training weights were saved every epoch the model

improved in the validation loss, which showed to return better results for all tested

losses. We used 2 Nvidia RTX 2080 GPUs with 8 GB of VRAM. Training each

experiment takes approximately 13 hours.

• SSD300 (LIU et al., 2016): We used Stochastic Gradient Descent with learning

rate= 10−3, momentum= 0.9, weight decay= 5 × 10−4 and using a clip value of

10 for the gradients; batch size= 32 for 220 epochs. For classification we use focal

loss (αT = 1, γT = 2), weight of 5 for IoU-based regression loss functions (as done

in (ZHENG et al., 2020)), and ω = 25 for our approach. The training weights were

saved every ten epochs or whenever the validation loss improved. We used 1 Titan

XP GPU with 12GB of VRAM. Training each experiment takes approximately 18

hours.

1https://github.com/xuannianz/EfficientDet
2https://github.com/Zzh-tju/DIoU-SSD-pytorch
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4.2.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Evaluation

For a quantitative evaluation, we used the AP50, AP75 and AP50:95 metrics, as

shown in Table 4.1 (in all tables, the best value is shown in red, and the second-best in

blue). Our method yielded competitive results compared to losses that explicitly explore

IoU (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2019; ZHENG et al., 2020) for SSD, and better in all AP

values for EfficientDet-D0.

EfficientDet D0 SSD300
Loss AP50 AP75 AP50:95 AP50 AP75 AP50:95

Smooth `1 70.20 42.02 40.72 67.49 42.75 40.53
GIoU (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2019) 70.45 43.96 42.23 71.22 43.72 42.68

DIoU (ZHENG et al., 2020) 70.07 44.74 42.64 71.46 42.96 41.99
CIoU (ZHENG et al., 2020) 70.53 45.35 42.94 71.01 44.80 42.50

ProbIoU 71.76 45.89 43.38 70.47 44.35 42.15
Table 4.1 – Results for HBB object detectors in PASCAL-VOC 2007 dataset. Best results in red

and runner-up in blue.

(a) IoU = 0.88 (b) IoU = 0.93 (c) IoU = 0.83 (d) IoU = 0.80 (e) IoU = 0.58 (f) IoU = 0.85

(g) IoU = 0.18 (h) IoU = 0.08 (i) IoU = 0.75 (j) IoU = 0.77
Figure 4.2 – HBB detection results (in green) for VOC dataset using SSD trained with our

ProbIoU-based loss function (ground truth HBBs shown in red).

Source: Authors and (EVERINGHAM et al., 2010a)

We show in Figure 4.2 some detection results (in green) along with the GT HBBs

(in red) using SSD (LIU et al., 2016) trained with our ProbIoU-based loss. We also show

the IoU validation scores (when more than one object is detected, these metrics relate to

the detection with the highest score). We can observe that wrong detections (low IoU or

undetected objects) usually involve overlap or similar objects present in the image.

The experiments with HBBs indicate that LProbIoU can be directly used as the

localization loss term for HBB object detection. It presents competitive AP50:95 values
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compared to SOTA HBB loss functions (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2019; ZHENG et al.,

2020).

4.3 Object Detection Using OBBs

In this section, we show results of different OBB object detectors trained with

LProbIoU, which is the main application of ProbIoU due to the absence of differentiable loss

functions for OBBs that relate to IoU. First, we introduce training details – description of

the used datasets, hyperparameters for each detector, training procedure and used hardware.

Then, we perform quantitative results using both OBBs and EGBBs as final representation

for the detectors, using the Average Precision computed with both the IoU and ProbIoU to

compute the similarity between the detection results and the ground-truth annotations. We

also show visual results of different detectors applied to different datasets using OBBs and

EGBBs as the final representation.

4.3.1 Training Details

For the experiments with OBBs, we explored five datasets that contain OBB

annotations for different objects. A brief description of each dataset is provided next:

• HRSC2016 (LIU et al., 2017): High-resolution ship collections 2016 (HRSC2016)

is a dataset used for scientific research. Currently, all of the images in HRSC2016

were collected from Google Earth. It has 1,070 images, where training set is

composed of 626 images and test set by 444.

• ICDAR2015 (KARATZAS et al., 2015): Incidental scene text (ICDAR) refers to

text that appears in casual scenes without the user having taken any specific prior

action to cause its appearance or improve its positioning/quality in the frame. It is a

real scene text detection composed of 1,000 training set images containing about

4,500 readable words and 500 test images.

• FDDB (JAIN; LEARNED-MILLER, 2010): A data set of face regions designed

for studying the problem of unconstrained face detection. This dataset contains the

annotations for 5,171 faces in a set of 2,845 images taken from the “Faces in the

Wild” dataset. It provides a training set with 1,991 images and a test set with 854

images.
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• UCAS-AOD (ZHU et al., 2015): is a remote sensing dataset that contains two kinds

of targets: automobiles and aircrafts, as well as negative background samples. It

has 1,510 annotated images, from which 1,110 are reserved for training and 400 for

testing.

• DOTAv1 (XIA et al., 2018): The DOTA images are collected from the Google Earth,

GF-2 and JL-1 satellites provided by the China Centre for Resources Satellite Data

and Application, and aerial images provided by CycloMedia B.V. DOTA consists

of RGB images and grayscale images. The RGB images are from Google Earth

and CycloMedia, while the grayscale images are from the panchromatic band of

GF-2 and JL-1 satellite images. All the images are stored in png formats. Object

categories are: plane (PL), ship (SP), storage tank (ST), baseball diamond (BD),

tennis court (TC), basketball court (BC), ground track field (GTF), harbor (HA),

bridge (BR), large vehicle (LV), small vehicle (SV), helicopter (HC), roundabout

(RA), soccer ball field (SBF) and swimming pool (SP). In total, it contains 2,806

images and 188,282 instances. For training set 1869 images and for test set 937.

For each dataset, we explored two SOTA generic-purpose OBB object detectors:

OBB-adapted RetinaNet (YANG et al., 2021a) and R3 Det (YANG et al., 2021c) with

a ResNet50 (R-50) backbone. For each detector/dataset, we evaluated the results using

LProbIoU, smooth `1 and competitive approaches such as the GWD- and KLD-based func-

tions recently introduced in (YANG et al., 2021d; YANG et al., 2021e). We used the

implementation of both OBB detectors from the AlphaRotate Benchmark3 (YANG et

al., 2021d) with the default parameters for each classifier/loss/dataset (note that ω is also

tuned individually for each detector in (YANG et al., 2021d; YANG et al., 2021e), and we

inherited the default value from the repository). We explored on-plane rotation as data

augmentation in all experiments, which is an important advantage of OBBs/GBBs when

compared to HBBs. When using LProbIoU, we selected ω = 5 for RetinaNet and ω = 2.5

for R3Det (ω is tuned separately for each detector, but kept the same for all datasets).

More precisely, we used Stochastic Gradient descent with an initial learning rate = 5−4,

momentum = 0.9, epsilon = 1−5, weight decay = 1−4 for 12 and 16 epoch and using

a clip value by norm = 10.0. For classification we used the focal loss with parameters

α = 0.25, γ = 2.0. The hardware used in each experiment and training times are provided

next:

3https://github.com/yangxue0827/RotationDetection
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• R-50 Retinanet

• DOTA v1 (XIA et al., 2018): 4 Tesla T4 GPUs with 16GB of VRAM. Training

each experiment takes approximately 32 hours for 540K iterations.

• HRSC2016 (LIU et al., 2017): 4 Tesla T4 GPUs with 16GB of VRAM. Training

each experiment takes approximately 6 hours for 200K iterations.

• ICDAR (KARATZAS et al., 2015): 4 Tesla T4 GPUs with 16GB of VRAM.

Training each experiment takes approximately 20 hours for 200K iterations.

• UCAS-AOD (ZHU et al., 2015): 1 RTX 3090 with 24GB of VRAM. Training

each experiment takes approximately 5 hours for 100K iterations.

• FDDB (JAIN; LEARNED-MILLER, 2010): 1 RTX 3090 with 24GB of VRAM.

Training each experiment takes approximately 4 hours for 80K iterations.

• R-50 R3Det

• DOTA v1 (XIA et al., 2018): 4 Tesla T4 GPUs with 16GB of VRAM. Training

each experiment takes approximately 32 hours for 540K iterations.

• HRSC2016 (LIU et al., 2017): 4 Tesla T4 GPUs with 16GB of VRAM. Training

each experiment takes approximately 6 hours for 200K iterations.

• ICDAR (KARATZAS et al., 2015): 4 Tesla T4 GPUs with 16GB of VRAM.

Training each experiment takes approximately 20 hours for 200K iterations.

4.3.2 Results using OBBs as the Final Representation

As in the experiments with HBBs, we also used the AP metrics computed at

different IoU thresholds for a quantitative comparison among the tested approaches. For

ICDAR2015, HRSC2016, UCAS-AOD and FDDB, we have access to test data and can

compute the APT values for different IoU thresholds T (as well as the AP50:95 as defined

in (LIN et al., 2014)). For DOTA (v1), the test set annotations are blind, and we used the

default metrics provided by the benchmark.

Table 4.2 shows the results for ICDAR2015, HRSC2016, UCAS-AOD and FDDB.

Our model produced the best AP50:95 and most individual APT values for ICDAR2015 and

HRSC2016 using both detectors, being better than GWD in most individual APT levels

and competitive to KLD. For UCAS-AOD and FDDB we used RetinaNet only (R3 Det

produced poor results for all tested loss functions), and ProbIoU outperforms other losses
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Figure 4.3 – Detection results in the evaluations dataset with OBB as final representation (from left
to right: ICDAR, HRSC2016, UCAS-AOD and FDDB). From top to bottom: our loss, `1, GWD

and KLD. Detected OBB are shown in green and the GT in red.

Source: Authors, (KARATZAS et al., 2015), (LIU et al., 2017), (ZHU et al., 2015) and (JAIN;
LEARNED-MILLER, 2010)
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Loss AP50 AP60 AP75 AP85 AP50:95 AP50 AP60 AP75 AP85 AP50:95

ICDAR2015 (Retinanet) ICDAR2015 (R3Det)
Smooth `1 72.91 65.06 35.10 7.62 37.84 76.66 68.34 33.56 5.82 38.62
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 73.49 65.83 32.94 7.71 37.55 76.60 68.42 35.44 7.47 39.34
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 75.60 67.62 35.87 7.61 39.21 77.40 70.09 35.44 6.93 39.83
ProbIoU 76.64 69.02 36.39 8.91 40.14 77.54 70.67 35.89 6.49 40.03

HRSC2016 (RetinaNet) HRSC2016 (R3Det)
Smooth `1 81.80 77.71 47.30 9.73 45.77 84.09 71.37 28.77 2.27 37.89
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 80.48 76.67 48.55 14.73 47.11 89.06 86.69 61.01 8.65 52.56
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 86.21 84.19 70.83 20.79 55.89 90.25 89.86 77.16 23.27 61.12
ProbIoU 87.03 85.22 71.49 24.67 56.79 90.23 90.02 78.46 25.42 61.65

UCAS-AOD (RetinaNet) FDDB (RetinaNet)
Smooth `1 95.97 90.27 56.30 15.66 54.62 96.50 90.96 69.02 28.46 60.21
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 95.24 85.60 24.60 1.83 43.58 97.39 95.22 83.84 47.90 69.08
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 96.46 92.51 43.37 6.45 51.09 97.66 95.95 86.60 46.17 69.60
ProbIoU 96.61 92.61 49.47 7.26 52.59 97.87 96.03 86.01 48.73 70.09

Table 4.2 – OBB detection results for ICDAR2015, HRSC2016, UCAS-AOD and FDDB. Best
results in red and runner-up in blue.

in almost every APT . It is interesting to note that `1 presented the best results for tighter

IoU thresholds for UCAS-AOD than all other losses, which are based on GBBs. This

dataset presents several roughly square annotations related to airplanes, which provide

ambiguous orientations when using GBBs. The `1 loss, on the other hand, enforces per-

corner adherence, being able to keep the orientation. Table 4.3 shows the per-class AP50

and the average AP50 results for the DOTA v1 dataset. Our method reports an improvement

over smooth `1 and GWD for both detectors while outperforming KLD for R3Det and

being competitive for Retinanet.

Figure 4.3 shows qualitative result from ICDAR2015, HRSC2016, UCAS-AOD

and FDDB, with the ground truth OBB shown in red and the predicted OBB in green. From

top to bottom, we show detection results of RetinaNet trained with our loss, `1, GWD, and

KLD. On average, we notice that ProbIoU and KLD fewer false positive objects than other

methods. Figure 4.4 shows a few visual examples of detected OBBs for the DOTA v1

dataset (each row relates to a different loss, as in Figure 4.3). Although GT annotations are

not displayed (they are not available for the test set of DOTA v1), we can observe that most

objects are correctly detected but the orientation for roughly square-shaped annotations

(such as the roundabout in the fifth image) presents larger errors (for all losses). This

behavior is expected since the underlying Gaussian distribution in these cases is roughly

isotropic, and varying the orientation does not change the distribution significantly (in the

limit case of an isotropic distribution, any orientation generates the exact same Gaussian).

The experiments with OBBs indicate that LProbIoU can be directly used as the lo-

calization loss term for OBB object detection. It presents competitive AP50:95 values

compared to SOTA losses (YANG et al., 2021d; YANG et al., 2021e) for all combinations

of datasets/detectors shown in Table 4.2 (it was actually better than both in all experiments).

For DOTA v1, where only AP50 is available, our results were better for R3Det and compet-
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Figure 4.4 – Detection results (in green) for the DOTA v1 dataset using R-50 RetinaNet varying the
localization loss. From top to bottom: our loss, `1, GWD and KLD

Source: Authors and (XIA et al., 2018)

itive for RetinaNet. We recall that ProbIoU does not require additional hyperparameters

or non-linear mappings, unlike (YANG et al., 2021d; YANG et al., 2021e).

Model Loss PL BD BR GTF SV LV SH TC BC ST SBF RA HA SP HC AP50

R-50 Retinanet
Smooth `1 88.78 71.40 43.85 62.32 67.00 55.70 71.49 90.08 78.94 79.81 54.81 62.62 54.54 66.74 48.23 66.43
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 89.06 72.56 43.56 63.85 64.66 57.55 73.87 89.59 76.73 77.56 48.51 59.35 54.90 66.90 52.06 66.05
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 89.58 74.99 44.95 64.62 74.38 73.41 84.33 89.94 78.14 78.36 53.08 61.95 63.46 66.44 52.17 69.99
ProbIoU 89.06 74.09 45.50 64.96 72.61 72.28 82.62 89.69 76.99 76.35 54.43 61.77 63.73 67.27 53.61 69.66

R-50 R3Det
Smooth `1 89.16 75.61 45.11 61.39 76.40 72.05 83.81 89.75 81.16 82.19 58.75 61.37 55.95 67.01 44.13 69.59
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 89.57 76.67 45.80 58.69 76.44 74.92 86.03 89.41 80.03 82.28 51.03 60.07 54.26 66.53 54.45 69.74
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 88.87 75.92 43.20 64.96 75.20 72.53 84.53 90.09 75.78 80.10 48.83 60.71 62.94 63.58 56.32 69.57
ProbIoU 89.06 77.81 46.19 64.26 76.27 79.05 86.35 89.96 79.18 82.72 55.23 63.52 59.16 66.52 49.64 70.86

Table 4.3 – Results for OBB detection for DOTA v1 (per-class and average AP50). Best result in
red and runner-up in blue.

4.3.3 Results using EGBBs as the Final Representation and use of ProbIoU as an

Evaluation Metric

In this section, we perform a quantitative and qualitative analysis of oriented object

detection using EGBBs instead of OBBs as the final representation. As in Section 4.3.2,

we used the APT metrics using the IoU between EGBBs, and introduce the use of ProbIoU

as an evaluation metric.

For ICDAR2015, HRSC2016, UCAS-AOD and FDDB, we have access to test
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Average Precision using IoU

Loss AP50 AP60 AP75 AP85 AP50:95 AP50 AP60 AP75 AP85 AP50:95

ICDAR2015 (Retinanet) ICDAR2015 (R3Det)
Smooth `1 74.23 68.65 43.33 14.42 42.45 77.71 72.20 44.78 11.90 43.80
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 75.02 68.07 43.05 14.14 42.26 77.53 72.51 46.83 14.77 44.96
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 77.56 71.59 47.55 14.61 44.91 78.42 74.50 47.87 13.60 45.61
ProbIoU 78.50 72.78 48.35 15.97 45.75 79.21 74.51 49.80 13.68 46.09

HRSC2016 (RetinaNet) HRSC2016 (R3Det)
Smooth `1 81.29 76.82 48.49 14.95 47.11 84.18 71.54 30.98 3.78 38.86
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 80.41 76.78 55.57 19.22 48.61 89.18 86.01 64.06 20.62 54.70
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 85.91 84.24 72.53 28.37 57.81 90.25 89.95 78.23 28.32 62.43
ProbIoU 87.16 85.64 72.91 27.09 58.29 90.24 89.93 79.16 36.22 63.62

UCAS-AOD (RetinaNet) FDDB (RetinaNet)
Smooth `1 96.17 91.84 62.24 22.65 57.84 97.29 93.60 78.20 40.99 66.02
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 95.67 88.12 55.38 19.72 54.51 97.55 95.52 87.89 63.37 73.99
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 96.74 93.39 65.97 25.09 59.85 97.78 96.07 89.22 58.11 73.04
ProbIoU 96.81 93.41 65.68 22.33 59.26 97.98 96.28 88.72 61.33 73.73

Average Precision using ProbIoU

Loss APe
50 APe

60 APe
75 APe

85 APe
50:95 APe

50 APe
60 APe

75 APe
85 APe

50:95

ICDAR2015 (Retinanet) ICDAR2015 (R3Det)
Smooth `1 72.96 67.66 44.05 15.25 42.27 76.92 71.00 44.15 13.16 43.40
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 73.28 67.26 43.30 14.04 41.77 76.77 71.64 48.30 14.88 44.88
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 76.68 71.33 47.96 15.74 44.99 77.99 73.69 48.78 15.00 45.88
ProbIoU 77.62 72.37 49.17 17.37 45.93 78.66 73.50 49.96 14.48 46.27

HRSC2016 (RetinaNet) HRSC2016 (R3Det)
Smooth `1 80.37 70.85 47.54 15.70 45.75 79.94 64.78 28.23 3.98 36.04
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 79.68 71.26 48.88 20.35 46.68 88.28 83.70 61.63 22.31 53.47
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 85.75 84.04 72.78 35.34 58.60 90.14 89.82 78.17 41.03 64.05
ProbIoU 86.71 84.84 72.80 37.22 59.18 90.11 89.93 79.06 40.73 64.55

UCAS-AOD (RetinaNet) FDDB (RetinaNet)
Smooth `1 96.16 92.44 65.58 26.82 59.60 96.54 93.04 78.51 45.72 66.95
GWD (YANG et al., 2021d) 94.92 87.24 55.91 22.40 54.93 97.36 95.91 88.32 66.93 75.07
KLD (YANG et al., 2021e) 96.65 93.96 69.50 28.60 61.49 97.57 96.54 90.37 65.89 75.25
ProbIoU 96.66 93.99 69.28 26.84 61.16 97.93 96.50 90.69 67.61 75.77

Table 4.4 – EGBB/ GBB detection results for ICDAR2015, HRSC2016, UCAS-AOD and FDDB.
Best results in red and runner-up in blue.

data and can compute the APT values for different thresholds T , shown in the first part of

Table 4.4. As expected, we note an increase in the AP values when tighter IoU thresholds

are used since detection results with OBB that presented angular ambiguity (and lower

IoU values) yield similar EGBB representations, which increase the IoU and hence the AP.

This behavior is particularly noticed in the AP85 values for UCAS-AOD, since this dataset

contains several roughly squared OBBs, such as the airplanes shown in the third column

of Fig. 4.3. The AP85 values related to GBB-based loss functions (ours, GWD and KLD)

consistently increased when using EGBBs as the final representation, corroborating our

claim that EGBBs are a natural representation for such loss functions. Figure 4.5 shows

the exact same results as Figure 4.3 but with both ground-truth annotations and detection

results represented as EGBBs. We observe that the results are coherent with the OBBs in

Figure 4.3, but the overlap between ground-truth annotations and detections for roughly

square objects, such as the airplanes in the third column, are higher. As such, we should

expect an increase in the AP metrics for tighter IoU thresholds when EGBBs are used, as

we discuss next. In fact, the average IoU value for the detected airplanes with ProbIoU

loss using OBBs (Top row, third column of Figure 4.3) is 0.74, whereas the average IoU

for the same detections using EGBBs (Top row, third column of Figure 4.5) increases to

0.85, which explains the larger APT values for tighter thresholds when using EGBBs.
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Finally, we computed the AP metrics using ProbIoU as the shape comparison

metric. Although we believe that ProbIoU can be used as a self-contained evaluation

metric, we show here that it can be used as a proxy to estimate the EGBB-based IoU and

AP values. As shown in Section 4.1, there is a strong rank correlation between EGBB-IoU

and GBB-ProbIoU values, but the mapping is not linear according to Figure 4.1c. To map

an IoU threshold T to an equivalent ProbIoU threshold T ′, we use the function h defined

in equation (4.1). More precisely, for each IoU threshold T used in the EGBB-IoU APT

computation, we obtained an equivalent ProbIoU threshold T ′ = h−1(T ) and computed

the APT ′ using ProbIoU with the corresponding EGBBs, denoted as APeT in the bottom

portion of Table 4.4. We observe that AP values using EGBB-IoU are very coherent with

the ones computed with GBB-ProbIoU. GBB-ProbIoU results maintain the same order

rankings in AP50:95 as the EGBB-IoU (except for FDBB), and we prognostic the same

behavior in other APT values as we add more test images) with the threshold mapping

function. We recall that computing the GBB-ProbIoU is simple and straightforward, unlike

the IoU for EGBBs. Hence, ProbIoU can also be used in other tasks related to oriented

object detection, such as non-maximum suppression and anchor assignment.

The experiments shown in this section indicate that the proposed EGBBs are more

consistent binary representations for GBBs than the traditional OBBs. They also indicate

that ProbIoU can be used as an evaluation metric, serving as an approximation for the

EGBB-IoU but being faster to compute.

4.4 Comparison of OBBs and EGBBs for Datasets with Generic Objects

Here, we show that the proposed EGBBs are viable alternative representations

to HBBs or OBBs not only for objects typically present in dataset for oriented object

detection, but also for generic objects. We first compute GBBs from the segmentation

masks in two popular datasets (COCO 2017 and segmentation subset of VOC 2012) and

convert them to EGBBs4, as explained in Section 3.2. We also extracted the HBBs and

OBBs from the same segmentation masks and compared the IoU between these three

representations and the segmentation mask (considered the GT) for each category in both

datasets.

The distribution of the IoU values for the three representations (HBBs, OBBs, and

EGBBs) in all categories of the Pascal VOC 2012 and COCO 2017 datasets are shown as

4annotations flagged as “iscrowd” in COCO are discarded
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Figure 4.5 – Detection results in the evaluations dataset with EGBB as final representation (from
left to right: ICDAR, HRSC2016, UCAS-AOD and FDDB). From top to bottom: our loss, `1,

GWD and KLD. Detected EGBB shown in green, annotated ones in red.

Source: Authors, (KARATZAS et al., 2015), (LIU et al., 2017), (ZHU et al., 2015) and (JAIN;
LEARNED-MILLER, 2010)
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Figure 4.6 – IoU between segmentation masks and HBBs, OBBs and EGBBs for each category of
the VOC 2012 train set. HBBs shown in blue, OBBs in green and EGBBs in orange.

Source: Authors

boxplots in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. We observe that using EGBBs yields higher

median IoU values than HBBs for the vast majority of categories in both datasets: 19 out

of 20 for Pascal VOC 2012 and 78 out of 80 in COCO 2017. The exception for VOC 2012

was tv (the best one was OBB); for COCO 2017, the exceptions were microwave, for

with the HBB representation was the best, and tv, for which OBB was the winner.

Our analysis also shows that the median IoU values using HBBs were smaller than

0.5 in 6 out of 20 categories for VOC 2012, and 21 out 80 categories for COCO 2017. This

means that if we use an ideal object detector that produces the exact ground-truth bounding

box and evaluate it with the segmentation mask (using the traditional IoU threshold of 0.5),

it would produce wrong detections for more than half of the samples in these categories.

In some of them, such as skis, baseball bat and fork (COCO 2017), the median

HBB IoU was smaller than 0.30, indicating very little overlap between the HBB and

the segmentation mask. When using EGBBs, the number of categories for which the

median IoU is smaller than 0.5 drops to only one in VOC 2012 (bicycle) and two in

COCO 2017 (skis and kite). The categories for which EGBB presented the largest

median IoU values (> 0.85) were stop sign and clock (both in COCO 2017), which

is actually expected due to the circular nature of these objects. Finally, the median IoU

values obtained with OBBs fell below 0.5 in 5 and 12 categories for VOC 2012 and COCO

2017, respectively.

To show the full potential of using EGBBs as the binary output of object detectors,

we experimented comparing different combinations of annotations (segmentation masks or

OBBs) and outputs (OBBs or EGBBs), always using GBBs as intermediate representations.

For evalution, we computed the IoU between the output of the detector and the GT

segmentation mask. We tested three combinations: i) OBB→ GBB→ OBB (as done in

Section 4.3.2); ii) OBB→ GBB→ EGBB (as done in Section 4.3.3); iii) Segmentation

mask → GBB → EGBB. In these three experiments, we used Retinanet with LProbIoU
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Figure 4.7 – IoU between segmentation masks and HBBs, OBBs and EGBBs for each category of
the COCO 2017 train set. HBBs shown in blue, OBBs in green and EGBBs in orange.

Source: Authors

localization loss (exploring image rotations and flips as data augmentation primitives in

VOC 2012 due to the small training set). Table 4.5 shows the segmentation AP50, Precision,

and Recall metrics for both datasets. When using OBBs as input annotation format, we

note that just by mapping the regressed GBBs to EGBBs instead of OBBs as the final

representation yields an accuracy boost for all metrics in both datasets (AP50 increase of

25.31% for VOC2012 and 17.42% for COCO). Using the segmentation masks as input

representation to estimate the GBBs and mapping the output to EGBBs yields an additional

increase in all metrics/datasets. Our results corroborate the findings in (KHOREVA et al.,

2017), who noted that mapping the output of an HBB object detector to an axis-aligned

ellipse provides a better fit to segmentation masks than the regressed HBB itself. For sake

of illustration, Figure 4.8 shows examples of outputs produces by detectors (OBB→ GBB

→ OBB; Segmentation mask→ GBB→ EGBB), along with the GT segmentation masks.

We note that for some objects such as airplane (first image), person and bottle

(fifth image) the EGBBs are closer to the segmentation masks.

Finally, Table 4.6 presents the per-class segmentation AP50 metric for the segmen-

tation VOC dataset. We notice that Segmentation mask → GBB → EGBB (S-EGBB)
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Representation PASCAL VOC COCO
Input Intermediate Output AP50 Precision Recall AP50 Precision Recall
OBB

GBB
OBB 36.83 47.12 46.04 25.72 32.37 35.50

OBB EGBB 46.15 56.12 54.26 30.20 36.29 39.64
Seg. mask EGBB 49.78 57.68 56.91 33.34 38.63 42.72

Table 4.5 – VOC2012 and COCO segmentation AP50, Precision , Recall results using OBBs, GBBs
and EGBBs as object representations (segmentation mask used as GT). Best results in red and

runner-up in blue.

Figure 4.8 – Top: regressed object representations as OBBs (blue) and EGBBs [Seg. mask→ GBB
→ EGBBs] (green). Bottom: corresponding ground truth segmentation masks.

Source: Authors and (EVERINGHAM et al., 2010a)

presents the best result for 14 classes, while OBB→ GBB→ EGBB (O-EGBB) yields the

highest AP values for six classes. On the other hand, OBB→ GBB→ OBB (O-OBB) did

not produce the best result for a single class. Considering the final AP50 result, we note

that S-EGBB presents an improvement of 7.86% over O-EGBB, and 35.16% over O-OBB.
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O-OBB 2.64 0.00 28.63 15.90 49.83 76.33 36.29 72.93 11.53 39.04 42.46 51.45 11.88 23.47 30.46 17.11 25.25 61.49 69.01 70.96 36.83
O-EGBB 14.38 0.17 42.85 28.70 55.44 77.03 37.67 88.08 12.46 61.77 43.45 67.45 19.75 39.54 43.83 25.78 44.26 63.97 81.81 74.67 46.15
S-EGBB 26.11 0.00 51.36 35.18 59.37 82.52 45.08 89.66 15.99 59.77 49.88 68.66 28.40 48.45 45.09 25.25 41.41 61.74 76.14 85.52 49.78

Table 4.6 – VOC2012 segmentation results (per-class and average AP50) using OBBs and EGBBs
as object representations. Best result in red and runner-up in blue.

The experiments in this section indicate that using EGBBs obtained from GBBs as

a final binary representation provides a better fit to the segmentation masks than HBB or

OBB representations for most objects present in traditional vision datasets.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we review the main findings and contributions of ProbIoU as a

localization loss as well as a validation metric, highlighting the strengths compared to

competitive techniques. We also provide future research directions.

5.1 Concluding remarks

In this work, we explored fuzzy object representations based on PDFs and pro-

posed a similarity metric based on the Hellinger distance, called “Probabilistic IoU”

(ProbIoU), which strongly correlates with the EGBB-based IoU when Gaussian distri-

butions (GBBs) are used. We have shown that ProbIoU induces a dissimilarity measure

that satisfies mathematical metric properties, which is important for evaluating object

detectors (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2020). When GBBs are used, ProbIoU simplifies to

a simple and differentiable closed-form expression that can be directly explored as the

localization loss term for object detectors. We also presented a simple scheme that allows

us to seamlessly integrate the ProbIoU-based loss function into an HBB or OBB object

detector. Finally, we proposed a natural binary representation of GBBs as elliptical regions

(EGBBs), which might be used either as an alternative annotation format or the final output

of an object detector.

Our experimental results showed that the proposed localization loss function

LProbIoU coupled to existing HBB object detectors are competitive with SOTA IoU-based

localization losses (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2019; ZHENG et al., 2020). In the most chal-

lenging scenario involving OBBs (for which devising simple and differentiable IoU-like

metrics is still a challenge), using LProbIoU showed results better than the popular smooth

`1 loss and competitive with or better than recent SOTA loss functions based on GBB-

like representations. Note that distances such as GWD and KLD (YANG et al., 2021d;

YANG et al., 2021e) perform poorly when used directly as localization terms, and require

empirical non-linear mappings with an additional hyper-parameter. Furthermore, they

do not present an intuitive relationship with the IoU and do not satisfy the mathematical

properties of a distance metric. Finally, we showed that the EGBBs typically present a

tighter fit to segmentation masks when compared to HBBs or OBBs for several object

categories in popular datasets such as VOC 2012 and COCO 2017, and using it as a final

binary representation can be a viable choice.
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5.2 Future Work

As future work, we intend to further investigate the use of ProbIoU as an evaluation

metric for OBBs (similarly to Generalized IoU (REZATOFIGHI et al., 2020) for HBBs),

as well as in other steps as non-maximum suppression and anchor assignment involving

OBBs (where computing the IoU for OBBs is time-consuming (CHEN et al., 2020), and

using ProbIoU can accelerate computations). Finally, we intend to explore a 3D version of

the GBB for volumetric object detection, which is a natural and straightforward extension

of the 2D version.
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APPENDIX A — RESUMO EXPANDIDO EM PORTUGUÊS:

INTERSEÇÃO-SOBRE-UNIÃO PROBABILÍSTICA PARA TREINAMENTO E

AVALIAÇÃO DE DETECTORES DE OBJETOS ORIENTADOS.

A detecção de objetos é um problema crucial na visão computacional, envolvendo

várias aplicações tais como condução autônoma e veículos, robótica, e análise do compor-

tamento humano, entre outras. As técnicas de aprendizado profundo constituem o estado

da arte para a detecção de objetos, e apesar da e evolução constante das arquiteturas, a

grande maioria dos detectores de objetos explora apenas caixas delimitadores horizontais

(Horizontal Bounding Boxes, ou HBBs). Essas representações são basicamente retângulos

alinhados com os eixos cartesianos, e podem conter grandes partes do plano de fundo,

particularmente quando objetos alongados e rotacionados estão presentes na cena. Por

outro lado, caixas delimitadoras orientadas (Oriented Bounding Boxes’, ou OBBs), são

mais flexíveis e podem representar melhor objetos alongados com rotações. A adaptação

de detectores de objetos HBB típicos apresenta vários desafios quando se deseja estendar

a representação para OBBs, tais como a alteração da arquitetura de rede, da função de

perda usada no treinamento ou métrica de validação. Em termos de arquitetura de rede, a

adaptação de detectores de objetos HBB para OBBs requer a regressão de um parâmetro

adicional relacionado ao ângulo de rotação. No entanto, a escolha crucial é o termo de

perda de localização que penaliza a regressão de caixas longe da anotação verdadeira do

objeto. O uso de funções de perda baseadas na Intersecção-sobre-União (IoU) tem se

tornado populares para detectores HBBs, mas sua adaptação para OBBs não é trivial: o

cálculo em si não é simples devido às diferentes possibilidades de intersecção entre duas

OBBs, e há questões relacionadas à diferenciabilidade da IoU para OBBs.

A ideia central desta dissertação é representar um objeto de maneira difusa (fuzzy)

usando uma Função de Densidade de Probabilidade bidimensional. Em particular, focamos

nas distribuições Gaussianas, chamadas de caixas delimitadoras Gaussianas (Gaussian

Bounding Boxes, ou GBBs) , que são caracterizadas pelo vetor médio e pela matriz de

covariância. Com esta abordagem, podemos explorar um vasto arsenal de ferramentas es-

tatísticas para comparar a distância ou similaridade entre duas distribuições. Em particular,

propomos uma nova métrica de similaridade entre GBBs chamada de Interseção-sobre-

União Probabilística (Probabilistic IoU, ou ProbIoU) baseada na Distância de Hellinger,

que é diferenciável e fácil de calcular. Alem de isso, propomos o uso de ProbIoU tanto

como termo de perda de localização ou métrica de avaliação obtendo uma melhor métrica
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que as do estado de arte. Mostramos que a ProbIoU é vantajosa quando comparada a

alternaticas estado darte em vários aspectos, tais como simplicidade, invariância de escala,

propriedades matemáticas de métrica, ausência de hiperparâmetros adicionais e diferencia-

bilidade. As GBBs usadas neste trabalho podem ser convertidos de/para vários formatos

de anotação populares, como HBBs, OBBs ou máscaras de segmentação. Além disso,

propomos a conversão de GBBs para regiões binárias elípticas EGBBs.

Nosso primeiro experimento visa demostrar que há uma forte correlação entre a

IOU calculada entre duas OBBs ou EGBBs e a ProbIoU das GBBs correspondentes. Para

isso, realizamos um estudo empírico gerando aleatoriamente um grande conjunto de 5

milhões de pares de OBBs com rotações arbitrárias. Em seguida, calculamos o IoU para

cada par de OBBs e o ProbIoU para as versões “fuzzificadas” correspondentes usando

distribuições uniformes e Gaussianas. Concluímos que o ProbIoU tem uma forte relação

com IoU, especialmente quando EGBBs-IoU/GBB-ProbIoU são usados. Esta propriedade

é inerente a nossa proposta, e outras funções de perdas do estado da arte não apresentam

essa relação. Os experimentos seguintes consistem em integrar a função de perda baseada

em ProbIoU (LProbIoU ) com distintos detetores de objetos tanto para o caso HBB quanto

OBB. Exploramos datasets conhecidos como COCO2017 e PASCAL VOC2012 para

experimentos com HBBs, e HRSC2015, ICDAR, FDDB, UCAS-AOD e DOTAv1 para

experimentos com OBBs. Os experimentos com OBBs e HBBs indicam que LProbIoU
pode ser usada diretamente como o termo de perda de localização para detecção de objetos.

Os resultados quantitativos indicam que a precisão média (Average Precision, ou AP)

atingidos com detectores treinados com a perda proposta são comparáveis ou melhores

do que funções de perda estado da arte. Além disso, propomos um experimento para

comparar a IoU obtida quando usamos representações OBBs e EGBBs com saída final dos

detectores. Verificamos que objetos sem orientação predominante geram ambiguidades

na representação por OBBs, o que gera uma redução artificial no IoU. Por outro lado,

o uso de EGBBs mitiga o problema da amibguidade angular. Também realizamos um

experimento comparando IoU-EGBB com ProbIoU-GBB em datasets reais, e os resultados

corroboraram a correlação obtida com o experimento simulado. Esses achados indicam que

o ProbIoU pode ser usada como métrica de avaliação, servindo como uma aproximação

para o EGBB-IoU, mas sendo mais rápido de calcular. Por fim, mostramos que os EGBBs

propostos estão mais próximos das máscaras de segmentação anotadas do que HBBs ou

OBBs para a maioria dos objetos em conjuntos de dados, indicando que tal representação

pode ser utilizada como alternativa aos HBBs ou OBBs. Para tal, treinamos detectores de
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objetos usando OBBs e EGBBs como representação final, e o uso de EGBBs apresenta

valores de IoU maiores do que OBBs quando comparado com máscaras de segmentação

anotadas. Em conclusão, este trabalho apresenta uma nova métrica de similaridade para

regiões que pode ser usada tanto para treinar detectores de objetos como para avaliar seus

resultados. A métrica proposta é diferenciável e apresenta uma formulação matemática

simples, sendo adequada especialmente quando detectores orientados são empregados.

Como trabalhos futuros, pretendemos aprofundar o uso do ProbIoU como uma ferramenta

de avaliação para OBBs, bem como seu uso em outras etapas como supressão não máxima

e atribuição de âncoras em detectores OBBs. Além disso, pretendemos explorar uma

versão 3D da GBB para detecção volumétrica de objetos, que é uma extensão natural e

direta da versão 2D.
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